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FOREWORD 
As ~ result Of tne workshop on Science Policy held at 
Peshawar at the en~ of october 1976, the science and 
technoloqy oolicv nf the Government ot Pakistan is now 
belnq reformulated. It woul~ seem that its central aim 
is, in the words Of "The Pakistan Times" editorial tor 3 
November, the "harnessina of scientific knowledge in the 
service ot socio-econo~ic develonwent ann the linking of 
all activities in the field ot snecific nrohlems". The 
proposed policy reroonizes the inevitable shortage of both 
trained people and money, and the absolute need to use 
whatever is available to the best advantaoe through the 
ooolina of resources and the co-ordination of activities. 
lt is within ~uch a framework that the ~isslon 
submits its proposals for an information service which, 
like the sciences and technoloqies policy itself, is 
conceived as a sunoort tor Pakistan*s development 
orogrammes. we are convinced that any policy decisions on 
the future of rese~rch and on the benefits to be derived 
from it must oo hand-in-hand with oolicy decisions on 
information services. Research is carried out to create 
new knowledge; information services are provided to place 
ex1st1nq knowledoe where it can be employed in development 
planninq ~nd development activities. Roth are essential. 
We have therefore envisaqed a network of co-operatina 
libraries and information centres which would be suoported 
and, to some extent, h~ve their services co-ordinated by a 
central unit. The network is based on existino 
institutions both tor reasons of economy and 
effectiveness. The princinal function of the network and 
its central unit would be to ensure ready access to the 
most recent and relevant information. It is only through 
the establish•ent ot such an information service that we 
believe that the economic rewards of the country•s 
investment in research and other studies can be realized. 
The establishmf'nt of the network wo11ld itself be a 
co-operative venture both n~tionallY and internationallY. 
Within PaKistan it will re0ulre the closest collaboration 
amonq administrators, scientists, as well as librarians 
and other infor~atton specialists, to ensure its success 
and its early inception. The resources of international 
organizations anri toreian qovernments should also be 
engaged to the maximum extent tnat these can help meet the 
needs as they are nerceiverl in Pakistan. we are greatly 
encouraged by the nossihilitv that funds made available 
tnrouqh the Technical Assistance Proaramme of the 
Netherlands Government could be used to purchase 
periodicals under ~ts literature programme, and that an 
allocation of thirtY man•mnnths is available to bring 
foreign experts to PaKistan. Both otters should be taken 
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up promptly throuqh the Fmbassy in Jslam~bad. A proposal 
for the Pxperimental application of co~putPrs to 
information rroc~ssinq should also ~'e submitted to the 
International neve1onment Researc~ centre of Canada in the 
very near future. The information systeMs of several UN 
agencies, oarticltlarlv the International ~uclear 
Information system (I~JSl and the International 
Information System tor Aqrictlltural Science and 
Technoloqies (AGRIS), are already available and need only 
to be exploited by Pakistan. It is also v~rv much hoped 
that the Government will, in its UNPP Country Programme, 
request funds for the develoPment of the prooosed 
information network and thus ensur~ its realJzation and 
oroper functioninq. ~e are convinced, moreover, that this 
co-operative investment of resources within the overall 
international framework of the UNJSIST proaramme is likely 
to support Pakistan's economic and social development, and 
thus benefit all th~ neorle of the nation. 
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Chapter 1 
SUMMARY ny IMPRESSIONS, CONCLUSIONS ANfJ RECOMMENnATIONS 
Pakistan has been one of the nrincipal architects of 
the neclaration on a New International Economic order. 
This Declaration, amona other thinns, calls for action bY 
the international co~munity to t~cilltate the sharing of 
knowlertqe and the transfer of technoloqy on a basis of 
equality. To imolement these recomwendatlons requires all 
countries to develop national policies with respect to 
information-handling, policies that must ~e viqorously 
oressed domesticallY and in International forums. 
Whatever new information systems are established at the 
International level will be ot value to a nation such as 
Pakistan, only to the extent that the nation itself builds 
a caoacity to exploit these systems. If Pakistan can 
build an effective domestic information orogramme, it 
stands to profit from the ~ultiplier effect that its 
international initiatives and the New International 
Economic Order (NIFO) will make available. 
The ~ission is concerned that it has had very little 
time to study a va~t and comolex sub1ect. A new 
prescription tor organizing national information services 
cannot be offered without an understandinG of the subtle 
inter-institutional - and even inter-Personal -
relationshiPs that are involve~. such an understanding can 
be found onlv amonq Pakistanis and only after years of 
exoerience. Without this understandinq, the objectives of 
the Misston must necessarily be limited. we base our 
proposals, therefore, on certain oeneral principles and 
observations that we believe to be valid. When we qo into 
detail, we do so onlY for the ourpose of illustrating what 
might be done: what is done in the tuture must be based on 
Pakistani perceptions of the Pakistani s1tllation. 
We strongly believe that something must be done, 
uroently and with considerable effort. In our view, 
information ts one of the most important resources 
available tor deve]ooment. It 1~ futile to expend other 
resources - money and brains - without takinq into account 
the knowledge that is available from previous experiences 
ot development within Pakistan and in other narts of the 
world. The knowle~qe deriverl from vrevious experiences, 
and from research ~nd st11dtes, is mostly embodied in words 
on paper. Jt is the ourpose ot an active information 
programme to make this knowledae available where and when 
it is needed - for application in develorment 
policy•makinq, planninq and ooerations. 
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The General Situatton 
we h~ve been ~ble to visit only a small fraction of 
the institutions (see Annex Ill tnat have responsibilities 
for information-handling within Pakistan, within 
particular provinces, and within particular institutions. 
Nevertheless, certain observations emerqe, which our 
Pakistani colleaaues tend to confir~ from their areater 
familiarity w1th the overall situation. To summarize, 
these are: 
1. Because of toreign-exchanae difficulties, 
Pakistani libraries are starved of materials -
particularlY toreiqn journals - that are 
badly needed tor plannina, research and 
teachinq. The situation in most ot these 
libraries is so bad (some of the most 
important Ubraries have no Stlbscriotions 
to foreign io11rnals this year) ttlat the 
aaareaated effects must be hinderinq 
national development to a considerable 
dearee. 
~. Althouah Pakistan itself aenerates 
considerable 0uantities of intorm~tion 
related to its own develooment, much of 
this is in the form of cyclostvled and 
mimeoqraphed documents that are nroduced 
in quite swall quantities. NO effective 
system exists for makinq an inventory of 
this valuable ~ateri~l or tor ~akina it 
available when ft is needed. 
1. Althouon Pakistan anpE>ars to have a 
well•founderl !;vste:n of aqricultural 
extension services to brina advice and 
pertinent knowlerlae to farmers, there are 
only isolated efforts to crovide similar 
services to small and medium-scale 
industry. Tne development ot even a 
modest system for providina technological 
advice to smatl entrenreneurs might have 
considerable henefits in ter~s of reducing 
the waste of raw materials anrl imnrovinq 
the quality Of industrial oroctucts. 
4. Pakistani institutions arP served by a 
dedicated fraternity ot librarians who, 
workinq under conditions of qreat 
difficulty, usually make aood judqe~ent 
of where to n]ace their priorities. We 
were impressed, for examnle, by the 
attention that the university libraries 
pay to the neeas of stu1ents, even when 
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this militates against the orovision of 
service to researchers. 
s. Hut these same librarians often lack 
knowledae of ~odern intormation-handlinq 
techniaues, and there is a need to build 
up a corps ot individuals well trained to 
understand and Pxoloit what is potentially 
available, anrl with the imagination and 
will to move forward. Pakistan needs to 
attract some of its briaht vounq neoplP 
into information work. 
6. Recause of the constraints, particularlY 
financial constraints, under which the 
varions libraries are working, each tends 
to act only •tthin its own constituency of 
clients - normally within its own 
institution. The librarians recoqnlze that 
much better use of available resources would 
be possible tnrouoh co-oneration among 
libraries (the whole would be ~uch more than 
the sum of thp narts). But such co-operation 
requires the develonment of appropriate 
tools, the provision of certain equipment, 
particularly nhotocopiers, and the active 
suo~ort of the authorities un~er which the 
libraries function. 
7. At present, Pakistan is not availing itself 
as much as it might of the information 
services that are offered on the world 
scene - particularlY through the various 
United Nations agencies. For examole, 
although Pakistan nas aooointed a national 
liaison officer to AGRTS, it has not vet 
followed through to sectlre the henefits 
of this system - in training, in the 
establishment ot a national data b~se 
on Pakistani aoricultural information, 
and in exploiting the world data nase to 
locate significant foreion information 
for Pakistan-s agricultural sector. 
B. The institutional structures in Fakistan 
ten~ to emphasize the seoaration netween 
the cure and aPPlied sciences C"hard" 
sciences) on the one hand, and the social 
and economic sciences <"soft" sciences) 
on the other nand. This may have 
unfortunate conse"uences since, in 
development ~ork, it is often necessary 
to m~ke decistons based on the intersection 
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of technoloqical, soci~l and economic 
considerations. 
9. While Pakistan is in the process of 
deffninn a "science and technoloaies 
nolicy" to su 0 port its development aims, 
it has not defined an 
"information-for-development policy", 
a policy which would maximize the useful 
outout of its domestic efforts an~ enable 
Pakistan to olav its oroper role in 
ensurina the construction of better 
international information svstems to 
respond to the needs outlined in the 
Declaration on a New Tnternational 
Economic Order. 
The Situation in PASTTC 
In Annex III we have outlined the history of the 
Pakistan Scientific and Technoloaical Tnformation centre 
(PASTIC) ~nrl its oriains in the for~er Pakistan National 
Scientific Documentation ~entre (PANSDOCl. These 
instlttltions have reoresented efforts to build an 
essentiallY centralized service for the nation. The 
conceot of a centralized service was good at the time when 
It was first concetved (1956) and was consistent with what 
was then beina attempted in many nations at various stages 
of economic development. Had it been cossible to secure a 
sufficient number of staff, with the appropriate t~chnical 
backqround and ~an~qerial skills, PASTIC might now be 
orovidlna siqnificant sunport to Pakistan's rtevelooment 
programmes. UntortlJnately, this is not the case: the 
vision was qood, b11t has not been realized. 
The Mission does not see its role as that of a 
Committee of InquirY to determine where thinns may have 
qone wronq and, with the benefit of hindsioht, to make 
facile stAtements about what ouqht to have been done. 
Other countries have had exoeriences similar to that of 
Pakistan. Their attempts to huild centralized science 
information services nave also, in many cases, led to 
inrtifterent results. fro~ the exoerience of many 
countries, it has heco~e clear that tne centralized 
service can succeed only where there is a massive 
investment, not ontv in hooks and journals to build what 
is without doubt tne nation's most comprehensive 
collection of scientific material hut, more importantly, a 
substantial investment in talent - hiqhly motivated and 
lmaqinative staff. 
Since the orininal concert was defined, some twenty 
years have acne by. Tn these twenty vears, the world has 
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seen a vast expanston in the nroduction and use ot 
information - the ~information exolosion". 1o build a 
comprehensive National Science Reference Library in PASTIC 
and all the attendant services would, now, be even more 
exoensive. we belteve it to be beyond the resources of 
the nation, realisticallY aPPraised. 
As it is, PASTTC is attemntinq to continue a variety 
ot services, sowe of wnich were started many years ago. 
Mainly because of tne shortaoe of trained staff, several 
of these services nave oround to a virtual halt or are 
many months in arrears. It is inconceivable that the gaps 
in some of these services can ever be made un: indeed, 
with the passaqe Of time, it would be meaninqless to do 
so. some of the other services, ~hich may have been 
promising when started, seem now to ne of very little 
utility. 
If PASTJC is to conti~ue, and if it is to play a key 
role in building a national service in scientific and 
technological information, tt must have an adeauate corps 
of professional staff with approPriate skills, contldence 
and drive. It nee~s to take a critical look at all Of the 
services it now attempts, strenqtheninq those that can be 
sustained and that are useful to sustain - and eliminating 
the others: it must construct new SPrvlces hiahlY 
responsive to national needs. Aut, to bealn this process, 
It must - above all - have a new conceot of why it exists 
and where it is aotna. 
Any new concent that is crooosed now must be 
realistic. It must take account of what has been learned 
in the onerations of PANSDOC and PASTIC; it must take 
account of the realities ot Present-day Pakistan, her 
institutions, her manoower resources, her foreign-exchange 
resources; it must take account ot the experience of other 
countries In their attempts to build national information 
services. The ~issjon sees its role essenttally to sugqest 
a new concept for consideration by the Government of 
Pakistan. The new concent, 1 ike the or i cJi na 1, must be one 
that will seek to ~aximize the exploitation of scientific 
and tecnnoloqical information as a resource for economic 
and social development. The oriqinal qoal was right: what 
we need now is a new definition ot now best to achieve 
that qoal in the liqht of what has happened in Pakistan 
and in other countries. 
SummarY Recommendations 
The oroposals that we make here are elaborated (with 
other more detailer! recommendations) in subsequent 
chapters. They attempt to take account, not only of the 
experiencP. of Pakistan, but also of the experience of many 
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countries which, in aaarPqAte, is expressed in the 
policies and guidelines developed hy Unesco in tts liNISIST 
orogramme. In particular ~e follow the shift, now adooted 
bY many industrialiZed as well as ~eveloninq countries, 
away from a centralized concept of information service to 
one that is based on the co-operation of a network of 
libraries and information centres each offering a national 
service within its area of snecialization. 
1. That the concePt of a centralized National 
science Reference Library should be 
replaced by an effort to build a 
decentralized network of co•ooeratino 
libraries. Tne responsthility for 
orovidino a national service in information 
should be delegated sector-by-sector to the 
most aporopriate institutions. A focus for 
the network (PASTIC) will still he required 
to nrovtde co-ordination and the development 
of aooropriat~ tools. Some of the 
financial resources that miaht otherwise 
have been buoaeted for the centralizerl 
operation shonld now be anministered by 
PASTIC as straioht arants (or as materials 
and eouioment) to institutions that aaree 
to co-operate in the network and provide 
national information services in their 
particular se~tors. 
?. That, to reflect this fundamental change, 
a new constitaJtion Rhould be written tor 
PASTIC and for the network that it will 
helP to develop, oossibly by enactina 
aPpropriate legislation. In this 
document we sneak of "1~e Pakistan 
Scientific and Technoloaical Information 
Network" (hereafter referred to as the 
"PakSTI•Network") whose focus would be 
PASTIC itself. PASTrc•s location in the 
national government structure snould be 
selected to reflect its role as the 
focus of the PakSTI-~etwork, whose other 
members may be in a variety of federal 
and provincial institutions, in 
universities, etc. 
3. That the scope of the PakSTI-~etwork 
(and also of nASTTC) should be defined 
to cover the ~ocial and economic sciences 
as well as the oure and applied sciences 
(includinq aoriculture ~nd medicine). 
This chanoe snould also be reflected in 
the composition of the ~ational UNISJST 
committee which should, in future, concern 
t t 
itself also with inform~tton activities 
in thP social ~nd economic sciences. 
4. That PASTJC ShOUld have the followina 
principal functions: 
a) the oraanizotion, co-ordination and 
support of the PakSTT-Network - as a 
network of libraries co-operatina 
sector-bv-sector to Provide access 
to their holdings to bona tide users 
thronahout the nation; 
b) the preparation and dynamic maintenance 
ot an "Jntormation•for•Development Policy" 
for consider~tton by the Government. 
This policv would cover both dorr•estic 
and international asoects; 
c) the maintenance ot a national inventory 
and clearing-house of Information 
produced in Pakistan: 
dl the oraanizatinn, in co-ooeration with 
aoprooriate institutions, oarticularlY 
the universities, tor the development 
of Pakistani competence in intormation-
handlino (P.o., comouter crocessinq) 
and for the trainina of an adequate 
cor~s of information scientists: 
e) the contin11ance ot its oresent service 
of procure~ent ot foreiqn documents 
needed hy pakistani users: 
f) the maintenance ot translation and 
bihlioaraphic services to supplement 
thosP av~ilahle at other cn-ooPratino 
institutions 4ithin the PakSTI-~etwork: and 
q) the develo~ment ot services to re-package 
technoloaical information in suitable 
forms and tanquaqes to makP it more 
readily assimilated, either directly 
or throuah PXtPnsion services, bv small 
<1nd medium-scale indllstries. 
5. That the role of the orovincial sub-centres 
est~blished bv PASTIC should be critically 
reviewed with the object of possibly reducina 
them to small offices (two professionals) 
providinq liaison with clients and with the 
co-operatina lihraries in the PakSTT-Network. 
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6. That thE:> Govern.l'llent of Pakistan shoulrl oive 
consirleration to the status ot information 
scientists within ttle Civil service and 
that, in oarttcular, the aradina of staff 
within PftSTTC shonld he such as to oermit 
the maximum flexibility of asstanments, as 
well as promotion and transfer on merit. 
7. That the Government of Pakistan should 
aive hiqh priority within its UNnP country 
oroaramme to a project that will nermit an 
early start in the building of the 
infrastructure that will be needed tor the 
PakSTI-Network. A draft nroject document, 
prepared by Unesco following the completion 
of our ~ission, is included in this report 
as Annex VI. 
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Chapter 2 
CENTRAl, I ZED VF.:~SUS DFCENTRAL IZFD SOJ_,IITinl'IJS: THP. NETWORK 
CONCEPT 
The PASTIC Project ~s it was draft~d in 1972 provides 
tor the establishm~nt of a larae and co~orehensive 
National Science Reference Library at tslamahad. While we 
know that this type ot institution has proved of 
inestimable value tn certain industrialized countries that 
made an early start in the development of information 
services, we feel tt is unrealistic in the modern world, 
and particularly in th~ Pakistani situation. Today, even 
in highly industrialized countries, planning leans towards 
a network of more specialized libraries, each accepting to 
orqanize a national service in its narticular sector. 
Thus, for example, the United states has its separate 
National Library ot ~edicine and its separate National 
Agricultural Library. 
In reviewinq the situation in Pakistan, we find that 
there are a varietv of institutions that, because of a 
local concentration of specialists, have already built 
important library facilities. A typical example is the 
Library of the University of Aariculture at LyallPur. ~o 
matter wh~t is done in Islamabad, the Lyallpur Library 
will of necessity qrow because of thP concpntration of 
agricultural resParch and teachina in its immediate 
vicinity. we believe that, if only for reasons of 
economy, Pakistan snould seek to reinforcP the centres of 
strenath that alreadv exist and to avoid duplicatinq their 
efforts as far as nossible. 
We havP learned also of the decisions of the 
University Grants commission and the Ministry of Education 
to develop "Centres nt Excellence" tor research and 
teachina in particular topics. We are informed of the 
centres on solid-state physics at the llnivPrsity of 
Punjab, on marine hioloay at the Universitv of Karachi, on 
qeoloqy at the University ot Peshawar, on analytical 
chemistry at the University of Sind, on mining at the 
University of Raluchistan, a~d on nyrlrnloqy and water 
resources at the EnoinePrinq I:niversity in Lahore. It 
would seem to us loqical to extend the concent of a centre 
of excellencP for research and teachina so that it can 
also embrace thP areas of documentation and library 
service. A strona in-hollse informati.on activity will be a 
support for research, iust as a stronq research activity 
lends an extra dimension to specialized information 
service. 
De facto centres of excellence alreadv also exist in 
certain governmental and autonomous aaenries - for 
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example, the librarY and indexina service on economics at 
the State Bank ot Pakistan, the documentation unit for 
education in the ~tnistry ot Ectucation, the information 
activities in oubltc health of the National Health 
Lahoratories, the librnrY service in socio-economic 
development at the Pakistan Institute of Development 
Economics, and the information services on atomic energy 
located at PINSTECH. we are sure that, aiven time tor 
further consultation, other such centres wnuld have been 
identified in the numerous sectors that play their various 
roles in Pakistan's ~evelooment activities. 
we believe that a national service should be 
decentralized and hase~ on these existinq resources. To 
do so involves buiJdina mechanisms tor co-operation and 
co-ordination. At first siaht, this may appear as opting 
for a complicated rather than a simole solution. Rut we 
believe that a comprehensive centralized service will 
never be as effective as a decentralized service, that a 
centralize~ service would reach a far smaller constituency 
of clients, and that it would Involve a hurdensome 
dupljcatinn ot expenditures tor the purchase of books and 
1ournals. 
In tn~ network concept, a central focus is still 
required. Tt is r~~uired, in the tirst Place, to orqanize 
the network, to develop norms anrl standards of service, to 
provide mechanisms of consultation amonq the partners, and 
to construct the necessary tools for co-operation (the 
production of a national union list of th~ journal 
holdlnqs of the co-oceratinq libraries, and the 
development ot an aPPropriate procedur~ tor handling 
inter-library loans and the exchanae of nhotococies). In 
our view, however, the focus of the network miqht have 
functions that transcend th~se. 
For, e librarv that has hitherto Provided service 
only within its own institution will hav~ to accept 
siqniticantlv qreater responsibilities it it is to take 
its part in a national network and tt1us orovidfl> a national 
service. These additional responsibilities ~ay, at least 
in some cases, not be seen as falling within the mandate 
of the library's own parent institutjon. Fxtra staff may 
be needed as well as an extra hudqet (an~ an assured extra 
budqetl for the purchase of hooks and journals. In 
qeneral a chotocorter will also he ~ssential. 
so one function of the focus of the network may be to 
act as a arant-awardinq body to supplem~nt the resourc~s 
of those libraries that tJndertake the commitment to 
orovirie a national service. Indeed, the ~fssion 
recommends that Part of the monies that the Pakistan 
Government has, in principle, already approved tor a 
centralized library he considered as available tor 
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disbursement - under conditions to be formally agreed - to 
appropriate institutions aqreeinq to co-oper~te in a 
national network. 
These grants could be straight financial qrants, or -
if this better suits the Pakistani situation - it would be 
equallv possible tn make central purchases of books, 
journals and equipment and then to distribute these 
according to the agreements reached with the individual 
co•ooeratinq libraries. 
Giving a financial role to the focus ot the network 
would nt course qive it much more real power than if it 
depended solely on voluntary co-operation. Voluntary 
inter-library co-operation is important, and it can be 
invoked because this concept has always been part of the 
ethics of librarianship. Hilt more is needed if a dozen or 
more libraries are to re-define their roles. The 
philosophy and planning that support the operations Of an 
Institution's in-house library are wuch narrower than the 
philosophy and plannlna needed to support a library that 
undertakes a national service. some of the factors are: 
- a commitment on the oart of the ll~rary's 
oarent authorities (to he e~rodied in a 
formal agreement); 
- an undertaktnry to follow national norms of 
service and to narticioate in the construction 
ot necessary tools ot co-operation (e.g. union 
lists of jonrnal holrtinqs); 
- participation in network consultation and 
planninq; 
- auick and eryual response to bona-fide enauiries 
frow anywhere in the nation; 
- compensation for addition~! responsibilities 
and work load. 
HY orovidina tnis last factor in the overall conceot, 
the central focus is strenathened in its co•nroinatina 
role: tor a librarY that fails to live up to the national 
commitments that it undertakes is then, tmnlicitly or 
explicitly, faced witn the prospect of losina its qrants 
in future vears. 
The memhers of the Mission have discussed the concept 
ot decentralization with ~anv different librarians as well 
as with thP authorities of some ot the institutions that 
miqht be involved. There is virtually unanimous aqr~ement 
that this would he a welcome solution to the problem of 
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providinq national service in infor~ation. The librarians 
welcome it because thev see the opportunity to enlarge 
their Individual roles on the national scene, because it 
offers the prospect of getting more use out of the 
collections they atready hold, and - not least, of course 
- because it may atve them a better assttrance ot future 
financial support, thus avoidina the unpredictable 
fluctuations that so often plaque the hudoets ot the 
institutional libraries. The authorities within parent 
institutions welcome the conceot as one that provides for 
the strenqthenlnq of local resources and that lessens 
their dependence on "Islamabad". 
on reflection however, some of the people, who 
otherwise welcome the network concept, express some 
concern about the nroblems involved in managina 
co-operation of this type. They point to the fact that, 
in all countries, institutions are jealous of their 
autonomy and resent anything that they see as interference 
in their operations. They exoress so~e tear that the work 
of co-ordination mtaht lead to bureaucratic delay. Rut the 
overall consensus is decidedly in favour of a 
decentralized aporoarh. 
The Mission fully endorses this view. Indeed we 
reaard this as the most important of the recommendat1ons 
that we otfer to the Government. Tn summary our reasons 
are: 
1. To build a large comprehensive ~atfonal Science 
Reference J.inrary in Islamabad would be very 
expensive, even if it could be achieved. To aim 
tor it without provid1nq a larne budaet would mean 
that there is just one more small library on the 
national scene. 
2. That, while in so~e fields, the qreatest concentration 
of users will ne in Islamabad, there are many 
fields for which the qreatest concentration of users 
is certainly not in Islamabad. ~:fticlencv calls for 
the location nt services as close as possible to 
these grouos. 
3. Because these qroups exist outside Islamabad, they 
will demand local service anyway. This means that, 
if a comprehensive central library is built in 
Islamabad, it will he duplicatinQ many collections 
hel~ elsewhere. 
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4. Whatever is done in Isla~abad, thPre are many 
actvantacres in orqanizinq inter-library 
co-operation tn providina services to users. 
The development aoals of Pakistan will be better 
serve~ by organizina this co-operation as a 
national co•oroinated proqram~e than by leaving it 
to voluntary efforts. Tt we wait tor voluntarY 
efforts, they will arise only among the better 
oraanized libraries, leavtnq the poorer ones 
without support. 
s. Hy strengthening already existina libraries, we 
enqaqe a much qreater resource base - both in terms 
of collections an~, more oarticularly, in terms of 
staff. Given eftective ~anaqe~ent, the network 
concept offers the Prospect of providina Pakistan 
with more service at no areater cost. 
6. The management does not reouire Iaroe or complex 
machinery. Pakistan has experience in much more 
complicated activities than this. The manaaement 
and bureaucratic asoects can be kept to a small 
scalP by provtdina for only a necessary minimum 
of co-ordination, bV havina this backed by "the 
power of the ourse", and bY leaving maximum scope 
for local action and initiative. 
It is difficult to excrPss in precise financial terms 
our preference tor a decentralized ovPr a centralized 
solution. To do so implies an estJmate of how 
comprehensive the collections should become. ~ut, even if 
we make only very modest estimates and assume that 
Pakistan selects onlY the most important 10% of the 
journals published in the world, the costs of acquisition 
in a centralized library would (includina the abstract 
journals) amount to at least ssoo ooo a vear tor current 
material and $5 000 ooo tor an adequate stock of back 
issues. These tiqt1res o~tt the operatina costs 
(purchasing, shelving, blndina, Photocopying). Now, 
according to our own very ro1tah estimates, the principal 
libraries in Pakistan are in aaareoate spendina about $300 
000 tor this type of material at Present. This is a bad 
year tor foreign exchanae and, in a normal year, they 
miaht be spendina more like ssoo ooo out of the resources 
that are already made available to them. Of course, this 
involves a substantial degree ot duplication. By 
networkinq, and a co-ordination ot acaulsition policies, 
this sum could be ~ore effectively spent. Then If, ln 
addition, the central focus could makP available something 
like $200 ooo in grants to supplement the resources ot the 
co•oPeratinq libraries, the agqreqate national collections 
could be made signtticantly more co~nlete than those of a 
centralized library soendinq S500 ooo. tn summary, 
therefore, we believe that Pakistan can qet more tor a 
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total inv~stment Of S700 000/vear in the collections of a 
decentralized network than tor Sl ooo OOO/year with half 
of it going into a centralized collection; the cost 
difference would he even qreater if we took into 
consideration the staff and operatina costs of the two 
alternatives. 
But such tiaures can still be ~isleadinq. The main 
concern is not now much is neld, out now much this 
material is used. Bv decentralization, we could place the 
national collections close to the maximum concentrations 
of users and thus achieve more benefits from the foreign 
exchanoe invested tn these purchases. 
Of course, once the principle of devolution ot 
national responsibilities ls accepted, it can be extended 
in whatever directions appear to be annrnprlate. We have 
been informed, for example, that, within the Aoricultural 
Research council, arranqements have already heen made to 
concentrate certain topics in certain institutions • work 
on oilseeds to one organization, work on irrigated cereal 
farming to another, etc. So if, in the overall picture, 
one institution is identified as oeina responsible for 
providing the national library service in agriculture, it 
in turn may wis~ to devolve responsibilities for 
particular topics to a "sub-network" of even more 
specialized librartes. 
The pattern ot devolution of responsibilities to a 
network and then to sub-networks is shown schematicallY in 
the attached diaQram. ~e emnhasize that this diagram is 
illustrative only. It will be necessarv to review this 
and to find a pattern of devolution that reflects the true 
relationships of Pakistani institutions, their lines of 
authority, and their proqramme responsibilit1es. The 
Mission suaaests only that, from the central focus, 
responsibilities are devolved by broad sectors, leaving 
the library responsible tor each sector to oraantze its 
own sub-network as and when appropriate. 
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!.l!!portant No!!; The wrtlcal arrangement of this chart Ia lor cOIIWinlenca only, and il does not imply llnsa of authority. Each unit of the network would remain within ill existing jurisdiction, but would agree to participate In a national plan for 
11\8114l1ing .ciantific and technical inlormalion resources and services. PASTIC would be the local point and would have funds available for aupplementary financing. 
And a resoonstbtlity should not be devolv~d unless 
and until there is a willing readiness on the part of the 
co-operating institution to accent its nPw role. This 
willinqness shoulo bP. embodied in some sort of formal 
agreement possibly extending over five years, but with 
provision for cancellation. 
If this recommendation is acceptable to the 
Government of Pakistan, we also recommend that the networ~ 
concept be adopted formally, possibly in legislation. It 
will, ot course, be a Pakistani resnonsihllity to select a 
naroe tor the networK. for the purpose of this report, we 
have called it the "Paklst~n scientific and Technoloqical 
Information Network (PakSTI-~etworkl" whose focus would be 
the existing PASTIC. As will be indicated later in the 
report, we recommend that the scope of tne network extend 
beyond the pure and applied sciences to embrace also the 
social and economic sciences (see Chapter 5). If this too 
is accepted, it mioht be necessary to remove PASTIC from 
the responsibility of the Pakistan Science foundation and 
to place it at a more appropriate and central location ln 
the Government structure. 
The f11nctions of the PakSTI·Network will be spelled 
out in more detail in subsequent chapters. Bowever, it is 
worth remarkino now tnat, tor one reason or another, there 
may be areas of responsibility tnat cannot immediately be 
devolved. In these cases, the national responsibilities 
would have to be retained by PASTir on a temporary basis. 
However, if the process of devolution fs vigorously 
pursued, this shoutrl still not involve PASTIC in the task 
of acquirinq and manaq1ng massive collections. Uf course, 
when an aporopriate library is identified and accepts its 
national role within a defined subject area, all of 
PASTIC*s collections within this area should be available 
for transfer to the new adherent. 
to nrovicte tne "tools" ot network co-operation, 
PASTTC would necessarily be responsible for: 
- establishino a mechanism tor consultation amonq 
the adherents of th~ network to ~nsure its 
smooth operation, 
- developing a co-ordinated acauisitions nolicy 
to reduce dtJolication and fill important gaos, 
- maintaininq an on-going and up•to-datP union 
list of journal holdings in (at least) the 
tor~ally co-ooeratinq libraries, 
- establishing procedures tor soeed!ng interlibrary 
loans and nhotocooy SIJpplY. Introduc1na a 
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uniform system ot payments (possibly a national 
conpon scheme), 
- condurtinq studies to improve the operation 
of the network (with advances in technoloqy 
and reduction in costs, the possibility of 
linkina the co-operatina libraries by Telex 
should he atven consideration as soon as the 
Pakistan communication system permits this). 
The resources and orqanization needed for these and 
other functions of PASTIC are detailed in Chapter to. 
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Chapter 3 
EXPLOJTJ~G INT~FNATlnNAL RFSOURC~S 
International information reso11rces could provid~ the 
means tor meetina some of the deficiencies and gaps in the 
national information svstem. In fact, at present PASTIC 
relies unon a number of foreian libraries in Europe and 
the TJnited states to meet a larae proportion of the 
requests made to it hy the users. The purpose of this 
Chapter is to provtde an indication of the variety ot 
international services which could he exploited for the 
ourpose of ohtainlna information not available within the 
national system. There ~re two types ot such servic~s, 
namely, hiblioaraphic services and the services which 
provide the full texts of specific articles as photocopies 
or as microforms. 
Remote Access to Commercial Riblioaraphic ~ervtces 
There exist in the United States and in Furope larae 
computer networks that provide access to a number of 
specialized data bases which can be searched on-line to 
provide bihlioaraphic information (and often abstracts) in 
desired subject fields. One such network is the Eurooean 
Space Aaency Information SYstem, also known as FSA/RECON, 
which has a total of 6 1/2 million hiblioaraphic 
references contained in such data bases ~s Chemical 
Abstracts, COMPENDFX, NASI Data Hase, INSPEC, ~ETADEX, 
etc. Ay calling u~ the data base pertaining to the 
oarticular discinltne or sector ot interest of the 
searcher, it is possible, by interrogation, to obtain 
references and abstracts relevant to one's enquiry. To 
exploit this svstem requires havino ~ dedicated telephone 
line or satellite ]ink with PSA/RECUN functioning at 
Frascati in Italy, and then results are received almost 
instantaneously. 
The tradition~! method ot goinq to secondary journals 
(abstract journals) to locate the references involves many 
hours of work on tne part ot the searcher. The automated 
methods ot information retrieval could overcome some of 
the delay, usuallY 6 to q months, between the publication 
of a secondary journal and its arrival in this country. 
One ot the negative factors is the hiGh cost of 
maintainin~ such a service. The rental of a dedicated 
line tor such an international link is extremely hiqh and, 
in addition, substantial costs will he incurred as 
pavments for comouter time, royalties to the suppliers of 
the commercial data hases, and tor the cost of the 
equipment. 
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A demonstration of a link betwpen an automated system 
and a scientific organization in a ~efuber State of Unesco 
was conducted in llctober }Q7~ at the Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research in Rombay, India. ~bout 1 000 
scientists used visual dtsolay terminals which had been 
set uo at the Tnstttute to obtAin recent information on 
scientific publications pertaining to their oarttcul.ar 
research topics. rhe demonstration aroused qreat 
interest, but it was oenerally felt that the investment of 
about u.s.s4no 000 per year, whicn represented the cost of 
operation and exploitation of the svstem, could not be 
justified until a ~ore detailed study at the usage of the 
system had been made. 
In the case at Pakistan we feel that although such a 
system could provide benefits to users in this countrv by 
orovidina rapid information on new publications, its hiqh 
cost is not iustitted, at least at the present time. 
Local Access to International Information Systems 
The international community has set up a few 
international information syst~ms in which ~ember states 
collaborate with a particular international orqanization 
to build a specialize~ data base in a carticular field. 
For example, the Food and Agriculture oraanization of the 
United Nations (FAn) has established an international 
system called AGRl~ which collects, and incorporates into 
its data base, information on agriculture science and 
technoloav produced in the 67 nartlcipatin~ countries. 
Each participating country maintains a centre which 
prepares its material for input into the system, and the 
FAO has taken on tne responsibilitY for tne processing of 
this material and the distribution of the total file to 
the participatina countries hoth in the form of magnetic 
tapes and in the torm of a printed announcement service 
called "Aarindex". Given the appropriate computer 
facilities, the AGRIS tanes can be manipulated to provide 
current awareness services (SOJ), retrospective retrieval, 
and the oroduct!on at specialized rihlloqr~phles of 
particular interest to th~ recipient nqtion. 
Similarly the International Atomic ~neray Aaency 
(IAEA) has established the International huclear 
Information svstem (lNIS) which is built on the inputs 
received trom the co-operating countries. This system now 
covers about 90% Of tne total literature dealing with 
atomic enerqy produced In the world, and its organization 
and methods tor dissemination of 1ntormat1on are similar 
to those that have been described for AGRIS. 
Jt is the view of the Mission that 
lnformation-bearina tanes prod11ced by systems of this 
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sort, which are ~v~ilanle to Pakistan free-of•charoe, 
could be exploited here orovided the required computer 
facilities and personnel are available. As mentioned later 
in this reoort, totlowln0 a sttldY made of the facilities 
in the comnuter Centre at the ouaid-e-Azam University, a 
project for the exploitation ot the INIS, ~GRIS and other 
similar tapes available to P~ktstan miqht be initiated 
with the assistance of JDRC (see Annex V). When more 
international systems are set up, and provided the 
necessary facilities are still available, it is 
conceivable that Pakistan could utilize these as important 
sources for obtaintna information in particular fields. 
In view of the fact that one ot our recommendations 
has been the extension of the scope ot the PakSTI•Network 
to cover the social and economic sciences, we would like 
to mention here the DEVSTS svstem (nevelopment sciences 
Information System) which is about to he launched. When 
in operation, this system is expected to cover all 
information relatinq to the economic and social aspects of 
development. The svstem will be set up and will operate in 
much the same way ~s tne AGRlS and lNIS systems. These 
international systems resnond to the aspirations expressed 
in the NIFO neclaratlon and provide for the sharing of 
knowledqe among nations on a basis of equality. Pakistan 
may wish to use its voice in international forums to call 
for the establishment of new such systems in the 
particular subject areas that are ot areatest interest for 
its national development. 
Local Access to Commercial HibliooraPhic Services 
A number ot subject areas are also already covered by 
computerized commercial data bases, but the annual cost of 
subscribina to these is auite high. There are many 
factors which should be considered when determining 
whether such data hases should be Purchased, the most 
important beina whether there is a sufficiently large 
number of nsers. For the oresent, the Mission does not 
recommend the exploitation of commercial data bases, 
thouqh at a later staqe it is possible that the 
PakSTI·Network will he called upon to emnloy these to 
provide selective rlissemination ot information and other 
services. The biblioaraohic references and abstracts 
required by users will, in the meanwhile, continue to be 
obtained laraely from secondary journals, and it is hoped 
that ~n effort could be made to ensure that these 
secondary iournals are received in the PakSTI•Network with 
the minimum ot delay. The Mission has discussed the 
possibility of ontaininq the services of t~e Pakistani 
embassies abroad tor the purchase ot these journals and to 
ensure delivery by diplomatic pouch to Pakistan: we 
strongly recommend that an effort be made to set up such a 
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proce~ure. 
Obtaintna Full Texts 
we have earlier discussed the available possibilities 
of access to bihlioaraphic intorm~tion. This is often 
insufficient for meetina the needs of users who, having 
ldentifie<i an article of interest to them, wish 
immediately to have tne full text. on account of the fact 
that Pakistan obtains ~ very small fraction ot the orimary 
journals produced fn the world, these texts must in many 
cases be souaht fro~ abroad. When the biblioaraphlc 
reference comes from an international data base, AGRIS or 
INTS, the texts can, in many cases, b~ obtained from FAO 
or IAEA on microfiche. In other cases reauests have to be 
addressed to the laraer libraries in the u.K., the u.s.A., 
the u.s.s.R. and other countries denending uoon the orialn 
of the article rea,,irerl. This method of obtaining texts 
from abroad has been practised bY PASTIC tor many years, 
and the procedure ts reasonably well established. Bowever, 
many individuals have exoressed the wish that, with the 
re-organization of PASTIC, it would be possible to shorten 
the delay hetween the submission of their requests and the 
receipt of the texts they re0uire. We cannot make any 
specific recommendation on now this can he achieved, but 
we hope that, with the establishment of the network and 
the possibility it holds ot a substantial increase in the 
coverage of iournats, the dependence upon foreign sources 
for obtainfnq copies ot full texts from primary journals 
will be orooortionally reduced. 
Technological oeve1opments 
The ~ission feels that spectacular technoloqical 
developments in information Processin(t, storage and 
dissemination are likely to occur in the next few years. 
These will he in the field of computer processing and in 
communications, anrl their introduction into countries like 
Pakistan could be expected to improve the Present 
situation to a larae extent. such improvements would 
provide the technological base tor the sneedy transfer of 
information and reduce dependence uvon postal services 
which account for ~ucn of the delay now experienced. 
UNTSIST and Intern~tlonal Technical Assistance 
Mention must be made here of the liNISTST programme 
which was launched by Unesco following an 
Intergovernmental conference held i~ 1971. The programme 
is now beina implemented by Unesco and is directed towards 
the attainment of tive objectives, namely: the 
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establishment of national, regional and internation~l 
information policies: the establishment of norms and 
standards1 creatina th~ conditions tor systems 
interconnection: the establishment of trainina tacillt!es; 
and, finally, the nrovision ot asssistance to Member 
States for the development of national information 
infrastructures. The results of the implementation of 
this proaramme are available in the form of reports and 
qutdellnes to all ~ember States. Further, ~ember States 
are invited to particiPate in expert meetinas, seminars, 
workshops and other activities connected with these 
objectives. In addition, ~ember states may reauest the 
assistance of tJnesco for the development of national 
scientific and technological information infrastructures. 
All these resources of Dnesco are at the disposal of 
Pakistan. 
Similarly other international ora~nizattons like ILO, 
FAD, UNIDO, UNCTAD, GATT, etc., have pro~rammes deallnq 
with sPecialized information resources and assistance in 
the form of consultants, fellowships and equipment. 
Relevant documents and information are available from them 
in varvina dearees. Pakistan needs to make maximum use of 
these international resources, consistent with its own 
prioriti~s and ret~ininq national control over the 
develooment of its own institutions. And, apart from the 
services available from the international organizations, 
various sources of bilateral assistance also exist. In 
this reoort we ~ake specific recowmendations with respect 
to the assistance that may be available from the UNDP, 
from the IDRC of Canada, and from the generous prooramme 
of the Government of the Netherlands. But, as has been 
indicated, these are not the onlY international sources of 
assistance. To tao these sources wisely, PASTIC must be 




THE N[EO FOR AN INFUPMATJON POLICY 
In the two pr~cedlnq Chapters we have discussed 
issues that can onty he described as ma1or policy issues • 
how best to place tntormatton resources at the service of 
develooment. The fundamental premise underlying a 
national information policy is that any economic, social, 
and political system will nertorm more efficiently if 
mechanisms exist to ensure that decision-makers have 
timely access to relevant Information in an apnropriate 
form. The decision-makers may be found at many different 
levels: from the htghest reaches of the government to the 
factories and farms of the nation. ClearlY there is an 
enormous ranqe of needs to be satisfied, and very careful 
planning is reauired if these needs are to be satisfied at 
reasonable cost. 
As the reader will appreciate, some of the policy 
issues are domestic, attectinq inter-institutional 
relationships and even invoklnq the auestion of 
federal-provincial relationships. Others are 
international, offectinq Pakistan's oosture in 
international agencies and conferences, its applications 
for international nnd bilateral assistnnce, as well as the 
effective deployment ot the foreign-exchange resources 
that Pakistan allocates to the purchase of foreign 
literature and data bases. 
But, even when our recommendations have been 
considered hy the r,overn~ent and the necessary decisions 
have been taken, this will not then establish a policy 
which is valid for all time. Policv-formulatlon is an 
on•qoinq process, which must he based on continuous 
reviews of the national needs and the national and 
international canacities to meet these needs. The ~ission 
firmly believes that Pakistani interests will be best 
served if PASTIC has a small cell devoted to national 
information policy and preoarinq recommendations tor 
consideration by tne Government. This cell must include a 
sufficient capacity to make the necessarY surveys and to 
undertake at least the routine work of liaison with 
international lnittatives and systems. 
Pakistan has, in tact, recently constituted a cell 
within the Government for consideration and development of 
policies with respect to science and technology. It might 
be arqued that the information policy work could be 
subsumed in the science oollcy work. we believe, however, 
that this would be a mistake, even though the two cells 
would ohviouslv need to co•ooerate very closely. 
Information policy invokes, not only the auestion of 
information in suprort of research and development in 
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science ~nrl tecnnotoay, but a universe of soci~l and 
economic information as well. It WOilld be unsatisfactory 
to have one cell est~blishtna nolicy tor scientific and 
technical informatton anrl another cell establishina policy 
for social and economic inforrration. 
some of the domestjc issues that need to be kent 
under review are: 
- the effectiveness of the network system, the 
trade-offs between centralized and 
decentralized solutions to the various 
problems that arise; 
- the trade-offs hetween formal and informal 
relationshiPs in the functioning of a 
decentralized network - when to give 
particular arranaements leaal force in 
federal leaislation or formal 
tederal•orovincial agreements; 
• the supply and demand tor information 
manpower, in terms of both auantjty and 
auality. What arrangements should be made 
with the universities, intermediate 
colleaes, etc., to ensure an adequate 
supply. What arrangements minht he needed 
in other institutions tor on-tne•job 
trainina: 
- the development of the information orofession, 
the role ot Professional associations, the 
status ot information workers in the Civil 
service: 
- the cost-effectiveness of the financial 
investment in Information services. Where 
is the point nt diminishing returns in the 
further elaboration ot such services: 
- the introductton of new intormation-handlina 
technology. ArP Pakistani institutions 
ready to support services h~sed on Telex, 
microfiches, facsimile transmission, on-line 
information retrieval from computers, 
automation ot library ooerations, etc. 
some ot the international issues that need to be kept 
under policy review are: 
- Pakistan's POsture in international aqencies 
and conferences with respect to the building 
and maintenance of international information 
systems (INIS, AGPTS, IE~S, DFVSJS, etc.) and 
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int~rnational information progra~mes (UNISIST, 
UBC, NATIS, I~O). Instructions and briefs for 
del~gates representln0 Pakistan in 
international forums; 
- Pakistan•s access to international and bilateral 
assistance in support of PASTTC and the 
PakSTt-Network. Priorities tor inclusion In 
the Country Proar~mme and consultations with 
all potential international and bilateral 
partners; 
- priorities for foreign-exchanqe expenditures 
related to the buildinq of better information 
services for Pakist~n. whether and khen to 
purchase access to commercial data bases, to 
acqtllre modern equiPment, to Sl':'t thP overall 
level of acquisition of torelan books and 
journals; 
• Paklstan•s nolicy with reqard to 
international coovriqht law, conventions 
and treaties, secnrina riqhts to 
re•puhlishina facsimile editions or 
translations tor use within Pakistan; 
- identitvinq opportunities tor Pakistan 
itself to establish publishing or other 
tntormation-handllnq proarammes of 
international or reqional stature. 
(In this connection, it should be noted 
that several rleveloo1nq countries, 
particularly tn Asia and Latin America, 
are now settina up internation~l or 
regional "centres of excellence" de~linq 
with information in snecialized areas 
tor which thev have particular competence. 
Pakistan can, in the future, also look 
forward to fillina this role in certain 
areas which are of orime interest to the 
country and for which Pakistan can, 
because of its experience, take a leading 
position.) 
The Mission, therefore, reco~mends the creation of an 
Information-Policy Unit within P~STTC, working with the 
other Participants in the PakSTI-Network and carrylnq its 
recommendations to the aoprooriate orqans of Government. 
Of necessity the llnit will require its own small research 
staff which will be responsible for conducting the surveys 
and studies on which policy recommendations can he hased. 
Finally, the Mission wishes to refer to the UNISIST 
Meetinq Of Experts on Reqional rntormatlon Policy, which 
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was held in Sri Lanka in December 1974, anrl in which 
Pakistan was represented by ur. Z.A. Hashmi and Dr. A.R. 
~ohajlr. The finat report of this meeting, as well as the 
report of a follow-up meetina held in New Delhi in 1976, 
have been submitted to the Government of Pakistan bY 
Unesco. In the formulation of its information policy, the 
~ission would advise the GovPrnment to orient its policy 
both at national and reqional levels in accordance with 
the recommendations of tne UNISIST proaramme on 
information oolicvd development. 
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Chapter ~ 
THE SOCIAL AND ECO~n~JC SCIE~CES 
In discussing anv information activity, it is 
imoortant to define th~ subject scope within which it will 
operate. To leave this vaque leads to many difficulties, 
particularlY in knowinq the volume of the collections, as 
well as the staff and financial resources, that will be 
required. PASTJC was set uo to cover "science and 
technoloqy" which was certainly seen to include 
Information of Interest to industry, and probably 
agriculture and mecticine as well. Rut it was not seen to 
cover the social and economic sciences. 
As a result, some initiatives have oreviously been 
undertaken in Pakistan to orooose the formation of a 
separate social Sciences Documentation Centre, which would 
do tor these subiect areas what PASTIC was conceived to do 
for the natural sciences, pure and applied. so far, no 
concrete action has been taken to estahlish such a new 
Centre. This, therefore is an opportune ttme tor the 
Government of Pakistan to consider whether it wishes to 
establish two separate activities, one defined to cover 
the natural sciences, the other to cover the social and 
economic sciences - or whether to combine these under a 
single roof. 
The trend in international proqrammes and in the 
information programmes of many countries is to deal with 
all these subjects under a single institutional umbrella. 
Unesco's UNISIST Proaramme, which was oria1nally conceived 
to cover onlv the pure and aoolied sciences has now been 
extended, at the express wishes of its Member States, to 
cover the social and economic sciences as well. These 
trends reflect a realization in the world that development 
decisions occur at an intersection of technoloaical, 
economic and social considerations. To make such decisions 
on technoloaical considerations alone can lead to harmful 
consequences. It is easier to brina the relevant 
information toaether tor a particular decision if, in 
fact, the various components can be found in a common 
programme. 
The Mission believes that the development interests 
ot Pakistan will be best served by defining the scope of 
PASTTC to include also the social and economic sciences. 
The reasons ar~ fairly obvious, but can be enumerated as 
follows: 
1. To establish two orogrammes would involve some 
unnecessary duPlication ot staff, eQuipment and 
buildinqs. 
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2. The two proarammes woulrl probahly report into 
different agencies ot the Government, thus making 
it more difficult to achieve co-ordination and a 
balanced appltcation of resources. 
3. If the network concept is adopted for both activities, 
the networks will intersect not onlv in Islamabad 
but at many other locations in Pakistan, thus 
causinq confusion and multiolyina the problems of 
co•orriinatton. 
4. If the Government accepts our recommendation that an 
Information-Policy Unit be created to prepare 
Pakistan's posture with resoect to international 
information proarammes, it is a vital national 
interest that this Posture he consistent. Rut if 
there are two policv cells, there Is a danqer that 
different instrtJctions will be oreoared tor different 
deleQations. 
In the remainder of this reoort and in formulating 
our suqqestions for the oraanization of PASTIC, we have 
assumeri that it will have a broad mandate including the 
social and economic sciences. This then throws in 
question whether PaSTIC should be locat~~ with the 
Pakistan science Foundation - or with another agency of 
the Government. The Mission is not competent to recommeno 
the most appronrlate location tor this activity, but 
believes the matter should be q1ven earnest consideration 
by an inter-departmental authority. 
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Chapter 6 
THE I~PURTANCE rF PA~TSTANT T~FOPMATTON 
Particularly in the recommendations of Chapter 3, the 
Mission has tried to suaaest mechanisms by which Pakistan 
may more readily achieve access to the information 
produced in the re~t of the world. The imnortance of this 
cannot be ~enied: as we move more and more to an 
interdependent world, the work done in other countries 
becomes increasingly sianificant to the economic and 
social development of one's own country. 
But, still, in the toreqround of interest for 
Pakistan is the intormation that is qenerated within 
Pakistan, about Pakistan. For information is not generated 
spontaneously or by accident. Tt is aeneratert because 
someone decided to invest money and brains in research, 
surveys or other forms of study. The agqreaate of the 
information generated within Pakistan represents an 
agareaate of Pakistani perceptions ot what is important to 
the country. 
But much of the information that is generated as a 
result of Pakistani investments is issued as cyclostyled 
or mimeoqrached rerorts in small quantities. Copies are 
retained within th~ institution that issued them, or are 
distributed to only a small number of other institutions. 
The cream of the more academic material is published in 
journals (which PA~TIC has been announcing in "Pakistan 
Science Abstracts"), hut this is only the tip of the 
lcebera. 
If Pakist~n is to derive full benefit from the 
information th~t it has itself generated, t~ere is need to 
make a national inventory of this, to adequately index the 
lnventorv, to orovtde means of access to users all over 
the country, and to support the activity with a 
clearing-house service otferino photocopies or microform 
conies of the original documents. 
The Mission firmly believes that one of the most 
imoortant functions of PASTir Is to build such an 
inventory and to Provide the necessary services to be 
derived from it. ~e recommend that, within a few years, 
the inventory be maintained in a computerized system. Rut 
it should beqin as soon as possible and be maintained by 
conventional 1ndextna until such time as PASTIC has the 
expertise to move into automation. In our recommendations 
for the oraanization and structure of PASTTC (see Chapter 
10 and Annex IV), we made provision tor a special Unit to 
carry out this work. The task of collectinq this material 
and shelving it should have the hiahest-Priority call on 
the time of the staff ot PASTIC's library. Obviously this 
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work of acquisition would be oreatJy aided if, in any 
leaislAtion constitutinG the PAkSTI-Network, a statutory 
provision is made callinq tor tne deposit ot appropriate 
material at PASTIC. 
If this intor~ation is secured and maintained in good 
order, it will be a rich resource for the unit in P~STTC 
responsi~le for resoondinq to users' requests: it will 
also be a rich resource for the Proposed Biblioaraphic 
Unit, and it will he particularlY valuable tor the 
Development-Support tlnlt wnich must obviouslv keep 
Pakistani informatton in the foreground of the material 
which it preoares ~s extension aids to small and 
medium-scale industry. 
The construct1on ot an inventory of Pakistani 
information would he of areat assistance to those 
oraanizations in the network that also act as Pakistan's 
participatina orqanizations within international 
information systems. Thus PTNSTECH represents Pakistan in 
the International NUclear Tnformation Rystem (!~IS) and 
the Agricultural Research council represents Pakistan in 
FAD's AGRIS. Each of these Pakistani orqanizations 
accepts responsibility to report relevant Pakistani 
material to its international system and, in return, is 
eligible to receive the worli data hase and to exploit it 
for the b~nefit of Pakistani users. The Mission has 
considered how Paktstan miqht ma~e better use of these 
valuable international resources (see Chapter 8), which 
reinforces the need to ensure that the Pakistani input is 
comprehensive. 
If our recommendations with resnect to a national 
inventory of Pakistani information are accepted, this will 
help PINST~CH and aRC in their co-operation with the 
existinq international svstems. But it will also preoare 
Pakistan for its participation in future international 
systems orqanized on the same co-operative model to 
respond to the needs of the ~IEO. ~everal such systems 
have been proposed, particularlY in the social and 
economic sciences (DFVSIS tor the social and economic 
aspects of develooment proarammes, POPINS for auestions of 
pooulation and tamtlY nlanninq, and other systems to deal 
with human settlements, water supplies and sanitation, 
mineral resources, etc.). 
Thus the national inventory of Pakistani information 
is needed both to ensure the maximum return 1n Pakistan 
from national investments in the generation of 
information, and to facilitate Pakistan's participation in 
the international co-ooerative systems that can bring 




I NFORMATJ 0~ FOR ULT I MATF USE~S • P~ FT I CUT., A Ft.Y TN INDUSTRY 
In a countrY where aqrictllture and industry have been 
qiven priority in the develooment plan, it is obvious that 
special attention should be aiven to provide these two 
capital economic sectors with all relevant scientific and 
technoloqical tnformatfon anrl find the most appropriate 
ways and means to transmit this often hiahly technical 
information into a form and a languaoe readily accessible 
to all users, in particular the farmers and the medium and 
small-scale industrial enterPrises. 
we have learned a little about the efforts ot the 
federal and orovincial oovernments, as well as certain 
universities, such as that at Lvallpur, to provide 
agricultural extension services to farmers. This involves 
the production of leaflets in local languaoes, 
face-to-face visits by extension workers, and a 
significant amount of radio oroqrammlnq. The Mission can 
only commend these efforts and look forward to their 
qreater exoansion and effectiveness. we are disturbed, 
however, that this - except in isolated instances • does 
not seem to he matched bY a similar set of extension 
services aimed at enhancing the effectiveness of industry. 
In the chapter on "Industry" of the "Draft Proposals for 
National Science and Technolooy Policy (Pevlsed)", 
PaKistan has assigned priority to industrial policies and 
programmes aiminq at creattna new employment and reducing 
dependence upon foreign sources of raw materials and 
technolooies. This document stresses the urgent need to 
strenqth~n the links between technological research and 
industrial develop~ent, in particular with a view to 
promotina labour-intensive industries, makina areater use 
of local raw materials, develooing indigenous intermediate 
technolooies espectallv for small-scale industries, 
ensuring adeauate standardization an<l quality control of 
industrial products, and increasing oroductivity. In the 
same proposals it is indicated that Industrial Extension 
Services should be created and orqanlzed on the pattern of 
Agricultural Extension Services. 
This Chapter will deal with the application of 
scientific and technological information to industry, 
which is speciflca]lv mentioned in the terms of reference 
of the Mission. 
Durina its visits to the provinces of Punjab and 
Sind, where manufacturina industry is oartlcularly 
representative, thP ~ission ha~ the opportunity of meetinq 
reoresentatives ot research institutes generating 
information for industry as well as professional 
orqanizations arouoinq users of this information. 
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The conclusions drawn bV the Mission from these 
contacts may be summarized as follows: 
some extension wor~ is hein~ conducted by scientific 
and tecnnoloaical tnstitutions in order tn keep their 
clientele (medium and small-scale industrial enterprises) 
informed ot the results ot their work in industrial 
technoloav. Thus the Pakistan Industrial Technical 
Assistance centre (PITACl in Lahore maintains a technical 
library and oublishes a auarterlv maaazine "Pakistan 
Productivity" disseminatina information on technology 
relating to tool design, chemical enaineer!nq, foundry 
engineerina, weldina and metal fabrication. Members of 
PITAC's technical staff visit industries and offer 
technical advice on the factory floor. The Pakistan 
Council of scientific and Industrial Research (PCSIR), 
through its multi-disciplinary laboratories in Karachi, 
conducts a liaison service with industry and publishes a 
monthlY News Bulletin and a periodical entitled "Technical 
Information Rulletin" qivinq information on feasibility 
studies and its technical services. The Chamber of 
Commerce and IndustrY of Karachi, althouah not dealing 
directly with technoloqical queries, forwards these to 
consultants among tts members. It disseminates 
information mainly on trade opportunities through its 
weekly puolication entitled "Trade Journal". Some 
industrialists' associations arouping ~ainly 
representatives fro~ medium and small-scale industries, 
e.a., the Textile Mills Association, also oublish 
periodical news bUlletins. Some extension work is also 
belnq done by the pakistan Industrial rredit and 
Investment corporation (PICIC) in Karachi through its 
quarterly news bulletin. 
But this extension work, althouah valuable, is 
isolated and of limited scope. In the opinion of this 
Mission the main Potential users of industrial 
information, i.e., the medium and small-scale enterprises, 
are not a~are ot the appropriate sources of information: 
or, when technological information is available to them, 
they are often not in a position to use it, because it is 
formulate1 in hlahiY technical terms not understandable by 
them (many such entrepreneurs are not engineers but 
businessmen), or even written in a lanauaae (English) 
which is not their mother tongue, and with which they are 
not at ease. 
for these reasons the Mission thinks that particular 
attention should be naid to develop, within the 
PakSTI-Network, a mechanism through which technological 
information can be made ~ore easily accessible to 
industry, in partirular to mediu~ ann small-scale 
industry. 
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As has already heen recommended, a 
Development-Support tJnit should be established within 
PASTIC with the foilowina functions: 
1) to identify the snecific information needs of 
Pakistani industries, particularly the medium 
and s~all-scate industries; to respond to 
technical enauiries from these industries or 
from extension services supportina these 
industries - either directlY or by reference to 
other institutions in the PaKSTI-Network or by 
reference to services of information outside 
Pakistan; to ensure the development of PASTIC 
and the PakSTI•NetworK services responsive to 
the needs of industry: 
ill to review tecrnoloqical information available from 
within and from outside the 
country which is ot relevance to industry, as well 
as publications issued hy international and 
regional oroanizations involved in industrial 
development, tn particular the United Nations 
Industrial Develooment DrrJanization (tJNIDO), the 
Economic and social commission for Asia and the 
Pacific (ESCAPJ, the Regional Co•ooeration tor 
Development (RCD) and the Asian Productivity 
organization (APO), and re-package it in the form 
of periodic publications that would be written 
in the vernacular and use a terminoloay 
understandable by non-specialists. In 
addition to diqests of technolorJical reports 
and other materials, these publications would 
include a recurrent column devoted to the 
activities ot UNion and its advisory services, 
in p~rticular its Inquiry service, which are 
of direct interest to the medium and small• 
scale industry in relation to aueries related 
in particular to aporopriate technoloqies, 
choice ot industrial equioment, product design, 
standardization and ouality control, licenses 
and know-how agreements. In oreparinq these 
publications, the Development-support Unit 
would also have to co-operate with the 
aooropriate Pakistani c.overnment agencies 
qeneratfnq tecnnoloaical information, such as 
the Aooropriate Technology Development 
organization of the Planning and Development 
Division. The substance of these publications 
should also reflect the priorities set out by 
the industrial development proaramree ot the 
country; 
Iii) to ensure adeauate dissemination of these 
publications to all potential users throuahout 
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' the country, nolicy-makers and institutions in 
the field of industrial development as well as 
medium anrl sm~ll•scale industrial enterprises. 
These publications could be sent directly to 
the professional orqanizations representing the 
groups of users. Another possibility of having 
this lnformatton made widely availahle to the 
users would be to insert it in the periodical 
intormation bulletins published by the 
professional oroanizations, such as the 
Chambers of Commerce and Tndustry and the 
industrialists' associations. In this 
connection a verv encouraoing offer was made 
by the Chamber ot commerce and Industry in 
Karachi durlnq the visit of the Mission, to 
open such a column in the Chamber's "Trade 
Journal"; 
iv) to act as the national focal point tor the 
UNDP programme to oromote "Technical Co-operation 
among Developing countries (TCDC)", engaging 
public and ortvate enterprises in this 
programme to the e~tent that Pakistan's 
national interest dictates; 
v) to publicize the industrial information 
services ot t~e PaKSTI•Network throuah thP. 
mass menta (radio and television) as fs done 
tor the agricultural extension services: 
to orqanize lectures and seminars 
on PASTTC's and the PakSTI-Network~s 
information services for the members of 
Chambers of Commerce and Tndustry and 
industrialists' associations throuahout the 
country. 
The tour PASTJC Liaison Offices in the Provincial 
capitals would asstst the oevelooment•Suoport Unit in 
collecting relevant technoloaical information to be 
processed and in dtssemlnatina the re-packaged material to 
the users. 
The Mission believes that throuah these promotional 
activities, the PakSTl-Network will contribute to improve 
the productivity Of the medium and small-scale industries 
of the country and the qualitv of their products through a 
better utilization of the domestic raw materials and 
indigenous technologies, thus reducing dependence on 
abroad and economizing foreign exchanae. 
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Chapter R 
{NFORMATlfJN•HANDLlliJG ON ('OMPUTEF<S 
As the focal tnstitutton within the ~akSTJ•Network, 
PASTIC will need to quide, stimulate and co-ordinate, 
first, the development ot national information resources 
and services and, second, tne participation ot Pakistan in 
international information programmes. we have previously 
pointed out that there is a widespread interest within 
Pakistan to make more effective use ot secondary 
information services and data oases. To this end, it 
therefore seems reasonable to ask that PASTIC should build 
a competence in modern intormation-handlinq techniques. 
This competence, once ac~uired, would not onlY assist the 
PakSTI•Network to otter better services to its 
participating institutions and users, nut woulrt also allow 
it to exploit the international information systems that 
are now heing offered by the united Nations and its 
aqencies (for example, INIS and AGRIS, hut with the 
prospect of additional svstems, such as DEVSIS and POPINS, 
in the future). 
over the last few years, the need tor automatic 
procedures in the collection, orocessinq and dissemination 
ot biblioqraonlc information h~s become increasingly 
apparent in the li0ht of the "information explosion" 
affectinq ~oth the "hard" an~ "sott" sciences. And, with 
the arrival nt comouters and modern communications 
systems, new possibilities have been opened up. The 
international information systems have been designed to 
respond to these possibilities and to provide their 
benefits to both developed and developina countries. some 
organizations have installed comnuter systems even tor 
manaaing their library requirements - the acauisltion of 
material, cataloauina, indexina, abstracting and 
retrieval. Tn all cases, the ultimate ai~ is to provide a 
service that will respond promptly to the specific or 
qeneral needs of the users. To this end, computer systems 
for the retrospective searching ot large files and for the 
selective dissemination ot information from current files 
(SDI) are now routinely available in many countries. 
The Mission notes that PASTIC, under its Present 
circum5tances, does not possess the basic means (staff or 
budget) to establish a comoetence in these modern 
intormation-handlina techniques. And the Mission does not 
believe that, in reforming PASTIC, elaborate facilities 
should be introduced immediately. Before computerized 
systems for h1hlioaraphic information processina can be 
successfullY installed, lt is essential that a 
knowledgeable and competent resource team should be 
brouaht into existence to advise on the intelliqent and 
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practical choice of computer svstems and their 
implementation. 
A few years from now, the most important computerized 
services that PASTTC could envtsaqe are: 
t) maintaininq an up-to-date union list ot periodicals 
tor the PakSTr-Network; 
2) collecting, processinq ~nd ctisseminatina information 
on on-aoinq research in Pakistan; 
3) maintaining the national inventory of Pakistani 
information (rhapter 6)~ and 
4) matntainina directories of professionals. 
with appropriate experience, PASTIC (or a resource 
team workinq tor PASTir) could also provide policy and 
practical auidance on the introduction of international 
data bases into Pakistan and their exploitation for SDI, 
retrospective searchina and the oreparation ot specialized 
biblioaraphies resrondina to Pakistan's specific 
interests. 
Tn work toward these aoals, the Mission feels that 
some pilot experimental orojects should ~e implemented 
within Pakistan to build up knowledge and experience on a 
step•by-sten basis. 
The ~ission visited the comPuter centres at the 
Quaid-e-Azam University (Islamabad), the United Bank Ltd. 
(Rawalpindi), the computer Hureau of Pakistan (Islamabad), 
and the State Rank of Pakistan (Karachi). The talents of 
software personnel at these centres ore of high calibre, 
and the computer and other facilities are basically 
adequate for the tasks under consideration. In 
particular, the Qtloiri-e-Azam University's computer, the 
IBM 360/44, althouah orocureri in 1972 primarily tor 
scientific calculations, is now providino commercial 
processing capabilities to many outside organizations in 
Pakistan. The ~ission concluded that, of the centres 
Visited, the Quaid-e-Azam University's Computer Centre 
would he the most appropriate base on which to build a 
resource team - in terms of staff, equirment and computer 
time available. 
Indeed, in view of the interest expressed at 
Quaid-e-Azam Ilniversity, the Mission felt that it could 
even now make specific recommendations for some s~all 
Pilot experimental oroiects which would immediately profit 
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a number of institt1tions and, at the same time, build the 
necessary know-now and expertise. 
For these exo~rlmental orojects, the tlniversity's 
computer centre wot1ld need to be teamed with appropriate 
institutions or libraries that seek to provide information 
services to oarticular clienteles in their own subject 
fields. nt the vartous institutions that ~ight work with 
the computer centre in biblioaraohic applications, the 
Mission identified tour that appeared to offer good 
promise for early effective use of co~puter facilities, at 
least on an exnerimental basis. All tour can also be 
considered as potential candidates tor recognition as 
participating institutions i~ the PakSTI-Network. They are 
(1) PINSTECH tor S~I services exoloitina the INIS data 
base: £21 ARC tor ~DI services explottina the AGRJS data 
base: (3 and 4> the Planninq Commission's Documentation 
Cell and the Library of the Pakistan Institute of 
Development Economics (PJDE) tor the management of library 
operations and the exoloitation of data bases in the 
social and economic sciences. 
Two years is the amount of time that we believe would 
be nee~ed to implement these projects, to run tnem on a 
regular htJt still experimental basis, and to evaluate the 
results. The most ambitious Project is the one that would 
serve the Planning Commission and PllJ~. This would 
involve huilninq a data base to describe the information 
held bY the two institutions and to permit its ready 
retrieval. Data bases constructed by other orqanizations 
concerned with economic and social development, e.g. TDRC 
and the International Labour Office (fJ,O), could be 
acquired for obtaininq access to a larger universe of 
information that may be useful tor develorment 
policy-maklno and research. Recause Pakistan is a Member 
State of TLO, it would be possible tor the Quaid-e•Azam 
University to acqutre, essentially free-of-charge, the 
software packaae Isis - Intearated set of Information 
Systems - develooe1 at ILO. The Mission feels that ISIS, 
Implemented on the lJniversitY's computer, would qreatly 
enhance the effectiveness of the documentation activities 
in the Planning Commission ~nd PIDE. It could provide 
searchers in these institutions with selective on-line 
access (via video terminals) to more than 100 000 items of 
information of potential relevance to decision-making and 
research. 
The experimental Projects with PINSTECH and ARC are 
less amnit1ous. Because ot Pakistan's existina 
commitments to the international information systems, JNIS 
and AGRIS, the natton is entitled to receive, 
free-of•charae, the monthlY maanetic-tape service provided 
by each system. The computer Centre would need to acquire 
an appropriate sn1 software nackaoe. This may, indeed, be 
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available as a comnonent of ISIS, or proqrammes 
specificAllY prepared for this purpose may be acquired 
through the agency of the IAEA or Fan. In either case, 
there would be need for PINST~CH and ARC each to train one 
or two staff in the techniques of "profile-writing" to 
ensure the production of relevant current-awareness 
services to the scjentists they serve. 
Annex V sets out in more detail the objectives, 
methodology and manpower requirements for these 
experimental pro1ects. The ~ission recom~ends that the 
Government of Pakistan make application to IO~C for 
financial and technical supoort in their implementation. 
If the Govern~ent of Pakistan approves these 
projects, it would build in Quaid-e•Azam University a 
resource base of knowledqe and experience on which PASTIC 
and the PakSTI-Network could subseauently draw: it would 
bring immediate benefits to the clients served by 
PINSTECH, ARC, PIDF and, the Planning commission. Apart 
from the aoplication to IDRC, the Government would also 
need to make a formal reouest to JJ,o for the release of 
ISIS software. 
The ~ission stronoly recommends that PASTIC transfer 
its ICL tabulating machine, sorter and key punch/verifier 
from Karachi to Islamabad. This equipment nas been 
previously useri by PASTIC staff for various applications 
related to the dissemination of information. For certain 
small applications, this e~uipment could be used alone, or 
it could be used for tne preparation ot input to the 
computer at the llntversity. 
In Annex IV, tn th~ manning table tor PASTJC, 
provision has been made for an eventual data-processing 
unit. As a start, the TCL e~uipment could be put under 
the responsibility of this unit and the staff auqmented as 
the opportunities oeveloo for more sophisticated 
processinq ot bibltoqraphic information. Funds should be 
released to purchase ariditional equipment, such as 
terminals, key-punch machines, etc., when PASTIC is ready 
to employ the Quat~-e-Aza~ University computer facilities. 
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Chapter 9 
THE NE~D FOR TRAINTNG 
The Mission paid soecial attention to the availabilltv 
of the necessary sneclalized manpower tor the various 
components of a national information network. From the 
commencement of our study it was apparent that one of the 
most serious drawbacks to the efficient functioning of 
PASTTC has been the shortage of professional and 
semi-professional staff with aopropriate skills. we, 
therefore, examined in some detail the available training 
facilities in the country and had consultations at the 
lihrarv schools ot the tJniversities of Karachi and Lahore, 
with members of the library profession and with 
professional associations. 
we were infor~ed that each vear, a total ot about 
300•400 librarians qraduate with Masters• degrees or 
postqraduate diplomas from the four library schools at the 
!Jniversities of Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar and Sind. From 
our discussions with faculty members at the Universities 
of Lahore and Karachi, we learned that the orientation ot 
the courses at the library schools is almost entirely 
towards the production ot traditional librarians rather 
than information system specialists. Although there is a 
recognition that the curricula should be n1odified and 
modernized, no such re-orientation has so tar been 
introduced. consequently, while the output of librarians 
is substantial, the individuals are not trained to fill 
the manpower needs of modern information svstems, which 
partly accounts tor the lack of such systems in the 
country today. 
It is also thP case that the oreat majority of the 
students enrollinq in the library schools have taken arts 
or humanities for their Bachelor's dearees: very few have 
had any subject trainlna in the sciences or technology. 
As much information work does require a background in the 
sciences, this is an additional handicaP for Pakistan in 
its efforts to bUild an effective information programme 
responding to the needs of scientists and technologists. 
And, because of the lack ot sufficient highly qualified 
teachinq staff, the universities have been unable to start 
research oroarammes in librarlanship or information 
science; the one exception is ~t the University of Karachi 
which has establisned ~ doctoral programme, but this is 
only very recent. 
In addition to studyinq the training programmes tor 
professional librarians, the ~tssion also exarlnea the 
programmes that are available outstde academic 
institutions tor the training and retraining of persons 
connected with libraries. w~ were informed that there are 
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private oraanizations which Provide short courses and 
award certit1cat~s. The Pakistan Library Association 
(PLA) is concerned about this practice, as th~ auallty of 
the training seems to vary considerablv and no mechanism 
of accreditation is in force. As these are private 
oraanizations, PLA is not able to exert pressure on them -
to oblige them to adopt stan~ard curricula, or to submit 
their candidates for external examination. The Mission 
accepts that there is a ~ubstantlal need for 
"semi-professional" staff and that private organizations 
may have an important role to play. Perhaps the most 
effective way to raise the standards and make them more 
uniform is to introduce a system of accreaitat!on to be 
monitored by the Pr,A, and then to advise employers, 
includina oovernment oraanizations, to recruit 
middle•lev~l library staff onlv from the accredited 
training organizations. 
we have also discussed with thP Pakistan Library 
Association and some of its branches the possibility that 
the Association it~elf could take the responsibility for 
middle-level traintna. As, in present circumstances, such 
training would have to be done by members of the 
Association in addition to their norm~l work, a mechanism 
for providing compensation would have to be found. The 
Mission has not made sufficient study nt this ~lternative 
to mak~ a firm recommendation, but it believes that the 
appropriate authorities - presumably the ~inistry of 
Education - should explore the possibility of developing 
middle-level traintnq tor lihrarv personnel by employing 
the talents of the nation's more experienced librarians 
within the professtonal framework ot the Pakistan Library 
Association. 
The above summary of the training tacilities existing 
in this cotJntrv inrticates a lack of information 
specialists at the professional level, and a lack ot 
middle-level technicians who could normally be responsible 
for carryinq out manv library tunctions and information 
services under supervision. we have also noted a lack of 
reprographic personnel who would ~e involved in the 
preparation of micro-film, mJcrofiche and in printing 
operations. 
The establishment of a national information network 
would reou1re that these gaps in manpower supply be filled 
as soon as possible. In our discussions with the Chairman 
of the Pakistan Sctence Foundation and with the Governing 
Board of PASTIC we were ~ade aware of their ore-occupation 
with this particular problem. The Chair~an informed us ot 
his readin~ss to take emergency measures to improve the 
situation, and the recommendations ~hich we make below are 
based on the consensus reached in our discussions. 
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As no univ~rsttY in the country provides courses 
leadinq to the production ot intorwation speci~lists, it 
is suqaested that about to to 15 Master of Science 
araduates who have offered scipnce sub1ects for their 
degree should be s~lected for advanced trainina in 
information sclencp. These traine~s would receive 
fellowships from PASTIC and wotJld underao a one-year 
course to be organized by ouaid-e-Azam University in 
collaboration with PASTIC. At the end ot the course, 
successful fellows would receive either a dearee or 
diploma in information science, subj~ct to such an 
arranqement beinq negotiated between PASTIC and the 
UniversitY. The course would include theoretical and 
practical training in information-handling, such as 
abstractlna and innexinq, computerization techniques and 
information services and systems. The computer c~ntre of 
Quald•e•Azam Univ~rsltv co11ld be called upon to provide 
instruction on data•handling and orocessinq as well as 
information retrieval and selective diss~mination of 
information based on its expected experience with the 
AGRlS and IN!S data bases and with TSJS (see Chapter 8 and 
Annex V). The lmptementatton at PASTIC of a national 
inventory of Pakistani information and a register of 
on•going research 1n Pakistan could provide opportunities 
for practical training in the oraanizatlon of information 
files, their computerization and exoloitation. It may be 
envisaaed that the infor~ation specialists produced by the 
proposed course could join the staff of PaSTIC itself or 
other centres co•oneratinq in the PakSTT•Network and its 
sub-networks. 
In view of our earlier statement that there are now, 
in all practical terms, no information specialists in the 
country, such a training prooramme will need to he 
reinforced with foreign exoertise. This could be done by 
enqaq1nq any foreion experts assiqned to the proposed UNDP 
project or consultants provided by international 
organizations to teach courses durina a semester. Perhaps 
a start can be made towards this end ~Y PASTIC availlnq 
itself of the consultant services that the Technical 
Assistance Proqra~me of the Government of th~ Netherlands 
is presently in a ~osition to offer to Pakistan. 
tn addition to the training of intorwatton 
specialists in the country, it was suqgested to the 
Mission that fellowshiPs should be mRde available for 
overseas training of a small number of PaKistani nationals 
in advanced information science. These should be 
carefully selected for their future leadership potential, 
ann then could be sent abroao to study the development and 
management of information systems and services and to 
acquire exoerience in the operation of modern information 
systems in more developed countries. It is expected that, 
on their return, thev would then be able to pass on the 
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benefits of their exoerience to their compatriots and 
provide leadership in the further development ot the 
national information network. Such overseas training can 
take the form ot attendance at normal courses of 
instruction on advance information technloue at 
universities, in the specialized techniques ot 
computerization (some courses are offered by IBM and other 
computer Manufacturers), or in refresher courses oraanized 
by international oroanizations such as Unesco, FAO and 
IAFA. 
we further suagest that PASTIC, after Its present 
equipment resources have been auamented throuah the 
establishment of tne UNDP project (and pending the 
re•orqanizatlon of middle-level tralnlnq on a national 
basis), should undertake a crash traininq programme for 
middle-level personnel who will be directly involved ln 
1ndexinq, abstracttna and reorograohic activities ~oth at 




CONSTITUTING A NETWORK-C00RD1NJTING AND NFTWORK•SUPPDRT 
CENTRE 
To summarize, we nave recommended the establishment 
ot a Pakistan Scientific and Technoloqical Information 
Network (PakSTI-Network), which would be co-ordinated and 
supported from a central toc~l point, viz, PASTIC. •e have 
recommended that tne location of PASTIC within the 
government structure should De re-exawined by the 
comoetent authorittes. 
The functions of PASTTC that have been identified so 
far are: 
1. the co-ordination of the network (Chaoter 2); 
2. the administration of qrants to libraries and 
information centres participating In the 
network (Chapter 2): 
3. the preparation ot network tools (Chapter 2); 
4. the preparation of Pakistan's information 
policy, both ctomestic and international 
(Chapter 4); 
5. the development of a national inventory of 
Pakistani information and a cleartnq-house 
to ensure its effective dissemination 
(Chapter 6); 
6. the maintenance of a development-support 
service internreting infor~ation into forms 
that can be assimilated by various user groups, 
particularly small and medium-scale industries 
(Chapter 7); 
7. the development of a competence in ~odern 
information•handlinq techniques, includina 
computer processing (Chapter 8): 
B. the oraanizatton ot appropriate training as 
a national proqra~~e in information science 
(Chapter q). 
we now need to consider a few other functions to be 
added to this list. Clearly, witn the acceptance of the 
network concept, tnere is no lonqer a need for PASTIC 
itself to develop massive collections. But it will still 
need a modest libr~ry. It will need a good collection of 
abstract journals and reference books if it is to 
successfullY maintain a capacity to respond to enquiries; 
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it will ne~d a cOllection ot information-science books and 
journals if It is to successfullY nevelop a national 
information policy: and it will neeo to temporarily retain 
collections in those areas which c~nnot, tor one reason or 
another, be devolved to co-operatina libraries elsewnere 
in the network. For policy-makina, and tor the effective 
dissemination of information, more information is needed 
on the on-aoing research proorammes in Pa~istan and on the 
potential users of information. we recommend, therefore, 
a continuing effort to keeo an uo-to•date register ot 
on-going research In the country and a new effort to 
maintain curr~nt directories ot scientists, scientific 
institutions, etc., in the country. 
The service ot responding to enautries will involve a 
s!qnificant amount of referral work (to other libraries in 
the network), a sianificant amount of photocopying and 
inter-librarY loan business, and a service acquirina, on 
request, difficult material from foreian sources. 
But requests ~av take many for~s. tn earlier years, 
PANSnOC received manv requests tor translations and 
eventually recruited a team ot in-house translators. This 
work has fallen ott, but could easilY revive. The Mission 
recommends that extstina staff identified as translators 
be mainly re-deployed and that PASTIC create a rea!ster of 
free•lance scientist-linguists who are willing to 
undertake translations on a niece-work hasls. 
Similarly some ot the reauests received can best be 
answered hy orovid1na a selective hiblioaraphy of 
available material. PASTIC continues to provide such a 
service and it should undoubtedlY be maintained. 
Thus the list aiven earlier can now be expanded as 
follows: 
9. the maintenance of a modest library; 
10. the organization of a reaister ot on•aoina 
research in Pakistan; 
11. the oreoaration of directories of the 
information-user communities; 
12. the maintenance of a referral and 
document•orocurement service; 
13. the maintenance of a reaister of translators 
and translation services; and 
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14. the mainten~nce of n hiblioqraohic service. 
To support the functions that have now been 
Identified, PASTIC -ould need to develop a number of 
essential in-house services. 
- executive ottice 
- administrative support services 
• editorial and publications services 
• reprographic services (printing and microforms) 
- mail-handling and documPnt distribution. 
The Mission bplieves that a number of items on the 
present PASTTC proqramme should be dropped or reduced. 
some of these have already fallen into arrears. In 
particular the lists ot Canadian patents seem to be of 
very little value, the "current contents" service should 
be put on to a more selective hasis, and the proqramme 
planned for the co)lectlon of statistics on research and 
development should be transferred to the recently created 
Science and Techno]oqy Policv Cell in the ~inistry of 
science and Techno)oqy which, presumably, not only has 
easier access to this tyoe of Information, but is also the 
main consumer ot any such information generated. 
A possible manning-table is tentatively put forward 
as Annex IV to this report. As compared with 
manning-tables that have been drawn up in the past, we 
would like to draw attention to the stress that we place 
on the need to strengthen the professional staff of PASTIC 
and on supportino thes~ with an adequate number of 
middle-level technicians. 
As has be~n indicated previously, we reco~mend that 
PASTIC and the PaksTI•Network be given their terms of 
reference nnder the authority of approoriate legislation 
or decrees. PresumablY PASTIC would be set up as a 
semi-autonomous agency reporting tor administrative 
purposes to a desiqnated Division of the Government ot 
Pakistan. For proqramme direction, however, we propose 
that PASTIC continue to seek guidance frore Its Board of 
Governors, but that this Roarct should now be expanded to 
reflect the proposed expansion of PASTTC itself from a 
Centre dealinq solelY with the pure and applied sciences 
to one ctealinq with the social and economic sciences as 
well. The Board should be made up of very senior 
officials, probably at the level of Joint secretary or 
Vice-Chancellor. 
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The Board would Probably, however, meet infrequently 
and another mechanism would ne needed to keep the 
activities of PAS1TC under more constant technical review. 
For this purpose we suqaest the creation of a Technical 
Advisory Panel, reoorting to the Board, and composed of a 
small qroup (not more than eight or ten) specialists in 
information science. some of these - but not all - might, 
in tact, be responsible officers from particular 
co-operating libraries. 
At oresent PAsTTC has a strong provincial office in 
Karachi, a smaller office in Lahore, and plans to 
establish offices tn Quetta and Peshawar. The Karachi 
office retains much of the eauipment and some of the 
collections of the former PA~SDOC. We realize the value 
of liaison offices to interact with clients, particularlY 
with reference to the orooosed development-support service 
(Chapter 7), and to interact with co-operating libraries 
in the PakSTI•Network. However, we feel that these 
provincial offices should be held to the level of two 
professional officers and that the equipment, and possibly 
the collections, still in Karachi should be transferred to 
Islamabad. PASTtC, we believe, should have most of its 
staff and other resources in Islamabad. 
The Mission is not in a position to c~lculate a 
"regular budqet" for P~STIC, which could be more 
effectively done bv Pakistani officials with ready access 
to salary scales, etc. An indicative salary budget could 
be deduced from th~ manning table offered in Annex II. 
The costs of materials and supplies, books and journals 
could be extrapolated from PASTIC's experience and revised 
in the liant of the functions we have recommended. For 
grants to participatina libraries, we suggest that an 
amount of $200 ooo (20 l~kh rupees) be reserved annually. 
Given that we have questioned the need for creating a 
National science Reference Library in PASTIC and proposed 
the establishment of a network of co-operating libraries 
viz, the PakSTI•Network, we believe that the Government is 
not likely to find our proposals any more onerous, and 
probably less onerous than those in the oriqlnal PASTIC 
Project which has alrearlv been approved by the Government. 
But the Mission does wish to point out that the 
PASTIC experience demonstrates that functions must be 
matched hy resources. To define a proaramme beyond the 
means of the institution jeopardizes its credibility and 
throws its service~ in disrepute. The services of PASTJC, 
with some minor exceptions, were not ill-conceived. They 
were potentially ot great value to Pakistan's development. 
Although we are now suqgestina some radical revisions, 
these revisions retlect exoeriences in other countries, 
and we do not fault the Proposals that were drawn up in 
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1957 and 1970: they were riqht at tre time. 
we appeal to the Government of Pakistan, if it 
accepts our proposals, to aive PASTIC an assured and 
adequate budget tor the functions that have been defined. 
If this is not possible, then the proaram~e must be pruned 
as well. 
Finally, we believe that PASTTC will be as good as 
its staff. It is not oossible to know the potential of an 
Individual at the time he is recruited. Every effort must 
be made to give the Director the flexibility to shift 
staff among jobs until each is in his most ap~ropr1ate 
location. we recommend that, to aid this, a single set of 
job titles be desiqnated tor professional staff, and that 
Individuals not be permanently classed as "cataloguer" or 
"bibliographer". we would suggest that all professional 
staff be designated as, say, "information officers" with, 
if necessary, adjectives to indicate the level of 
seniority. This would app1y to PASTrc•s present staff as 
well as to new recruits. 
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Chapter 11 
THE NE~O FnR ~XT~RNAt. ASSISTINCF 
The Mission h~s i~entified a nu~ber of weak points in 
the structure of PASTJC as it is now constituted. Some of 
these will need to be strengthened with external 
assistance, it being understood that such assistance will 
be of short duration and only tor such time as is 
necessary to obtain replacements from Pakistan's own 
manpower and resources. 
one 0f the ma1or weaknesses is related to the general 
problem of management, and this has resulted in an 
under-utilization of the manpower and resources, albeit 
scarce, that have been provided by the Government. The 
proposals we have made will require the simultaneous 
development of several services, the efficient operation 
of which will determine the future of the PakSTI•Network. 
In the absence of tocal expertise in modern information 
system management, we feel that foreign assistance in this 
area is a vital necessity. International organizations, 
e.q., Unesco, organize short courses in information system 
management and several universities include this subject 
in their regular curriculum. The Director ot PASTIC would 
benefit qreatly from an opportunity to gain instruction in 
this field and to visit operattonal information systems 
performing services similar to PASTIC. 
In Chapter 9 we have discussed in sowe detail the 
problem ot the tratnina of information soecialists to meet 
th~ Present and future needs of Pakistan. It appears to 
us that some of the futurP senior staff of the centre, in 
addition to thP Director, should be provided wlth 
fellowships to be trained for the specialized posts which 
they will occupy and for in-service training in or visits 
to corresponding institutions in more developed countries. 
A large part of this overseas trainina programme will be 
replaced in later years by a national proor~mme ot the 
type described in rhapter 9. 
we have recommended the establis~ment of various 
units within PASTir, and the Mission feels that it would 
be necessary to provide consultant services to some of 
these units, to advise on their establishment and 
develoPment, to imolement the required procedures, and to 
provide in-service trainina to the local staff. unesco 
undertook to prepare a project proposal to cover these 
needs and, in the weeks following our Mission, assembled 
the document that we have reoroduced in Annex VJ in the 
form of a request tor !JNOP assistance. 
As mentioned parlier, the non-availability of currert 
scientific literature to serve the needs of research and 
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1evelooment is a cause of ~reat concern to tne Mission. 
While we nave atte~pted to suggest means to !~prove the 
situation by schemes reauirino the co-operation of a 
network of institutions and a rational organization of 
periodicals acquisitions to minimize duplication, such 
schemes wtll still not achieve the minimum level of 
coverage reauireri to support scientific research and other 
develooment activities. ~e are aware that the 
foreign•exchanqe situation in this country will not permit 
a drastic Increase in the exoenditure on journals and 
that, therefore, an lmprovememt in the situation is only 
possible through external assistance. we are also aware 
that the providers of external assistance are reluctant to 
contribute towards something which is a recurrent expense, 
such as the ourchase of journals, in the tear that there 
would be no way ot terminating such assistance without 
creating an awkward situation. The Mission feels, 
however, that this question should he carefullY studied by 
those agencies resnonsible for external assistance and 
that every effort should be made to increase, through 
PAST!C, the literature resources of tne libraries 
co•ooeratina in the PakSTI·Network. As previously 
mentioned, PASTIC itself will be concerned ~a1nly with 
secondarv journals and will thus require to have a strong 
collection of abstracts and indexes. It will also need to 
have supoortina literature such as dictionaries, 
@ncyclopaedias, directories, yearbooks, union catalogues, 
etc. The network libraries will need to have at least the 
key journals in their respective soecialized fields as 
well as the abstracting and indexing journals relevant to 
the sectors for which they accept responsibility. The 
strenqtheninq of the collections to ensure adequate 
coverage will reautre external assistance for some years 
to come. Many of the key journals will need to be 
available as a continuous series goino back at least 10 
years, and there will be many qaps to be filled in this 
respect. 
When PANSDOC was set up in 1957, Unesco provided the 
necessary printing and reproaraphic facilities. Most of 
this equipment is still in service bltt will need to be 
replaced with more efficient and reliahle equipment if 
PASTIC is to carry out the resoonsibllities desiqnated for 
it by the Mission. Fxternal assistance tor the 
procurement ot the required eauipment will be necessary, 
as qovernmental provision under this head is inadequate to 
meet all needs. 
The Mission examined some of the possible sources of 
external assistance for the oraanization and development 
of PASTIC. nne of ihe terms of reference of the Mission, 
was "to recommend on the content of proposals that the 
Government of Pakistan might formulate for technical 
assistance to strenohten the network". The Mission 
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exam1ne1 t~e external inputs that would bP reauired to set 
up and sustain a viable project ovPr a PPrion of five 
years, bearing in mind the need to ~inimize the financial 
requirements of anv request to the IJNOP In view of the 
heavv nemanct on tne 11~1ted funds available from that 
Programme. Time did not permit the members ot the Mission 
to draw uo jointly a detailed project within UNDP 
specifications: tnis task was accepted hY llnesco which, 
in the weeks following the co~pletion of the Mission, 
prepared the document which is appended to this report as 
Annex VI. It should be borne in mind that, in the 
establishment ot a pro1ect of this sort, a lonq initial 
period must be spent in buildinq up a base - consisting of 
trained manpower, the ~inimum literature collections tor 
providina services, and the eauipment and the operational 
systems required tor the interaction of these components. 
It will take time hefore results become clearly apparent 
but, even so, the investments must be closely monitored in 
the liaht of progress achieved: the Mission appeals tor 
the exercise of flexibility and judgement so that during 
the life of the Project, any necessary adjustments can be 
made to ensure ~axtmum response to Pakistan•s Priorities 
in efficient information transfer. 
As has been previously noted, the Mission welcomes 
the oossibilitles that are available of obtaining 
additional resources from bilateral donors tor the 
development of the network. In particular, we have 
mentioned the possibilitY ot obtaininq assistance from the 
Netherlands Government under its Technical Assistance 
Programme. This Proaramme allows for the provision of 
experts and Publications and, if at least a portion of the 
considerable sum still available is utilized immediately 
tor the strengthentna ot the reference collection of 
PASTIC, its services could be greatly improved, even in 
the relatively near term. Since the expert could also be 
made available as early as 1977, his arrival should be 
co-ordinated with the delivery of the publications, to 
ensure that the improved services are initiated even 
before the TJNDP Project beains. The Mission stronqly 
recommends that the Government of Pakistan develops, as a 
matter of urgency, its application to the Netherlands 
Programme for the purchase of reference publications and 
for expert services. 
ntner possibilities tor external assistance for the 
building uo of an expertise in computerized information 
processing have been outlinert in Chapter B. 
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Chapter 12 
A BUILDING FOR PASTIC 
The offices at or~sent occupied bv P~STIC in 
Islawaban ~re inadequate to house the staff and equipment 
now proposed. A new buildlna will therefore be required. 
It is also the intention of the Chairman of the Pakistan 
Science Foundation that the various scientific 
oraanizations associated with the Foundation should be 
placed on the same site. PASTIC would form part of such a 
group. 
No detailed architectural brief has yet been agreed 
for PASTIC or for any other buildinos which are likely to 
be erected on this site. It is therefore thouaht 
important that any clan tor the site should indicate a 
disposition of btlildinas which permits construction to 
take ol~ce over a number of years and in staaes which it 
is impossible to determine at the moment. Neither the 
size nor the detailed butldina characteristics of any 
particular stage can be forecast now. All that can 
perhaps be said is that the bulk of the accommodation will 
consist of offices and that many of these will be small 
rooms rather than open undifferentiated space. This 
suqqests certain buildina forms as beina more appropriate 
than others. 
The Site 
The Pakistan science Foundation has bought a site on 
Constitution Avenue in Islamabad on which it is 1ntenrted 
to house PASTIC and other groups related to the work of 
the Foundation. It is a corner site immediately north of 
Broadcastinq House which is now under construction. Sites 
have been desiqnated on the other side of the avenue for 
the National Library, the National Museum and the Pakistan 
Arts council. 
The sJte has a trontaqe on to Constitution ~venue of 
570 feet and its area measures 5.54 acres. Expressed in 
square feet this represents An area ot /43 500 sq.tt. The 
planning requlations of the Caoital Development Authority 
allow a plot ratio of 1 : 1.2 for this site. 
The total permissible oross area of the building is 
thus: 
243 500 x 1.2 = 292 ?00 sn.tt. 
Allowino 25% of this total tor circulation, plant rooms, 
lavatories, etc., the net floor area is: 
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29?·200 - 73 oso = 219 150 sq.tt. 
Assuming an averag~ occuoancv ot 150 sa.ft. per person the 
number which c~n bp accommodated is: 
/.19 150 
-----~- = 1 460 persons 
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Allowing that 50% of this area may be taken up by the 
storage of publications, bY conference and seminar rooms, 
by workrooms contatninq machinery and reprographic aids, 
and possibly, by some hostel accommodation, the effective 
capacity of the site is about 700 office workers. On the 
available informatton this is likely to prove adequate for 
the whole of the Pakistan Science Foundation qroup, 
includino PASTtC, tor a very considerable time. 
Characteristics of PASTIC 
Three typical categories of space are likely to form 




4. teachtnq rooms 
It is likely that by far the largest area will be 
taken up by offices. The number of these is to some 
extent indicated by the manning table aiven as Annex IV to 
illustrate the organization Of PASTIC. Assuming a total 
staff of about 100, as sugqest~d, and providinq an average 
floor area of 150 sq.ft. per person, this qives an area of 
15 000 sq.tt. for offices. 
Library stack areas will be needed for the Pakistani 
research material collected throuoh the work of the 
national inventory, for the books and periodicals related 
to the work ot PASTIC and the periodicals not vet placed 
in the libraries Of the PakSTI-Network. 
In addition to this it may be thought advisable to 
have a very small library of essential scientific 
publications which relate to the work of those 
organizations associated with the Pakistan Science 
Foundation that also have offices on the same site. It 
would seem sensible to have such material serviced and 
stored by PASTIC using its facilities to provide a general 
service. This area wollld also include space tor a small 
number of readers. 
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The total size of such holdings is likely to be 
30 000 volumes. This suaaests a floor area of 2 ooo 
sq.tt. 
The workrooms will deal with the reproduction of 
materi~l, with the printina of certain publications and 
with the handling of incowlna and outgoing mail. A 
reasonable estimate of the area reauired might be 1 500 
sa.ft. 
It is suggested that some common conference 
facilities - meeting rooms, simple catering arrangements 
and perhaps some residential accommodation - should be 
provided for the entire aroup of organizations on the 
site. 
The PASTIC hutldinq will therefore only need a few 
spaces to deal with the teaching that Is very lntimatelv 
related with its day-to-day functions. What is likely to 
be needed is a meeti~a room tor about 25 and a seminar 
room for 15. The area of these two rooms will be about 
500 sq.ft. 
The total floor area ot the bulldlnas is likely to 
be: 
Proposals 
Offices . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
stack Soace • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Workrooms • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Teaching Hooms • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Addina 33% for circulation, 
services, lavatories, etc. 
Total 
say 









A site plan at a scale of 1 : 1 000 showing a 
suggested layout ot buildings is attached. A diagram of 
building units is also shown which is intended to 
demonstrate how the buildings could be staged and how, 
after the initial programme ot units adjacent to a 
central spine has been completed, each bulldina has two 
points from which to expand still further. The 
intention is to build up a group of connected buildinqs 
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each of wnich is quite small so that the increments by 
which the project arows can also be kept swall. 
It ouaht to be ~mPhasizerl that these diagrammatic 
proposals are based on very preli~inarv studies. When 
the Government of pakistan has acce~tect the proposals 
be1na put forward tor PASTIC and its associated network, 
or modified these, it will be possible to define an 
accurate brief in terms of numbers of staff, of books 
and periodicals and of reproaraphic machinery and thus 
to arrive at the soaces reauired for the various 
functions ot the centre. 
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Annex r 
TERMS OF RFFERENCE AND Mf~Rf.QS OF THE MISSION 
The terms of reference ot the ~ission were aqreed in 
advance between tDRC and Dr. z.A. H~shmi, the Chairman of 
the Pakistan Science Foundation: 
1. review data on available scientific and 
technological information sources, particu-
larly in the areas ot science and technology, 
health, industrY, aqriculture, statistics, 
development, economics ~nd any other subject 
areas as may be desirable; 
2. review data on P.Xistinq computer facilities 
in Islamabad and available software packages 
in order to determine the capacities available 
in snort and medium term tor automation in the 
Pakistan national information network; 
3. review the categories ot orospective users 
to be served hY the proposed network: 
4. consider the optimum degree of networking 
among the various institutions to ensure 
maximum service to the Prospective users; 
5. identify the specific services that the 
network and especially PASTIC, should seek 
to continue or create: 
6. identifY the optimum methodolooies to provide 
the required services: 
7. evaluate the existinq state-of-the-art and 
the development neerled to achieve (6); 
a. advtse on an institutional structure for 
PASTIC and its relation to other institutions 
in the network: 
9. offer, as far as possible, specifications 
and priorities for the various activities 
to be conducted in the network generallY 
and particularlY in PASTJC; 
10. advise on the human resource development 
proqram needed tor the proper implementation 
of the network: 
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11. advise now PASTIC should carrv out its 
responsibilities tor national and inter-
national co-ordination ot information 
activities; 
1?. prepare a r~port (this report may bP combined 
with the report that the ONDP's architect 
will be makina on the building needed tor 
PASTIC); and 
13. recommend on the content of proposals that 
the Government of Pakistan miaht formulate 
tor technical assistance to strenathen the 
n~twork. 
The Members of the ~ission were: 
Financed by IoRC 
Mr. Shah1d Akhtar, IDRC 
~r. Paul Ghelardoni, UNJno 
Mr. Sultan Kassum, TDRC 
Mr. L. E. samarasinghe, Unesco 
Mr. John ~. ~oolston, IDRC 
Financed by UNDP runesco) 
~r. Michael nrawne, nniversity of Cambridge 
The Mission commenced Its work in Pakistan on 20th 
october, 1976, and left on 5th November, 1976. The 
Mission's programme while in Pakistan and a list of 





AND THE ~ISSION'S pROGRAMMF 
ISLAMABAD 
PAKISTAN SCIFNCE FOU~DATTON 
Dr. Z. A. Hashmi, Chairman 
Mr. G. Murtaza Gilani, secretary 
Mrs. Shaheen Khan, Senior scientific Officer 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNflLOGTCAL RESEARCH DIVISION 
Mr. Malik Mohammad Jafar, Minister tor State, 
Science and Technology 
Mr. Manzoor Ahmad sheikh, Secretary 
Dr. Altaf Hussain, Assistant scientific Advisor 
Mr. Abdul Qayyum Khan, Assistant Scientific Advisor, 
Science Policy Cell 
Mr. Hasan Nawab, Joint Secretary 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
Mr. Aslam Ghayur, oeputy Director General 
Dr. Azim Rarya, Deputy Director General 
Mr. Muzaffar Hussain, Aqricultural Publications Officer 
Mr. Mushtaa Ahmad, senior Documentation llfficer 
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS DIVISION 
Mr. Aftab Ahmad Khan, Secretary 
QUAID-E•AZAM {TSLAMAHAD) UNIVERSTTY 
Mr. Amanullah Khan, Director, Computer Centre 
Mr. A. M. ~aushahi, Systems Analyst, Computer Centre 
Mr. J. I. Khan, Analyst - Programmer, Computer Centre 
Dr. Fahim Hussain, Chairman, Department of Physics 
Mr. Mohammad Sarwar Khan, Assistant Librarian 
Mr. M. Rashid, Assistant Librarian 
Mr. M. H. Shahid, J,ibrarian, Department of Biology 
Dr. Hashim Khan, Vice-Chancellor 
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PAKISTAN (~STITUTE FOP NUCI.~AR SCIFNCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
(PINSTECH) 
Dr. Abdullah Sadiq, senior scientific Research Officer 
Mr. Kamaruddin t<hurshiti, Senior f,ibrarian 
PAKISTAN INSTITUTE fOR DF:VF:t.OPMENT ECONOMICS (PIPE) 
Dr. M. L. Qureishi, Director 
Mr. Akhtar H. Siddi,oui, senior Librari.an 
NATION~L HISTORY Cn~~ISSION 
~r. Mohammad Anwar, Librari~n 
Miss Atiya Abbas, Lihrarian 
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 
Mr. v. A. Jafarey, Secretary 
Dr. Masuda Akhtar, Deputy Chief, Economic Research Division 
Mr. M. I. Khursheed, Assistant Chief Librarian 
Dr. J. ijamid, Chiet, ~conomic Research Division 
CENTRA l1 BllREA U Of' FDllC AT I O'li 
Mr. s. Neaz Ahmed, Specialist (Documentation) 
NATlfJNAIJ HOOK fo'OHkDATION 
Dr. A. R. ~alik, Director 
MANPOWER DIVISION 
Mr. Sirajuddin Ahmed, Deputy Chiet, M~npower Institute 
DEFENCE SCI~NCE ANn TECHNOLOGICAL ORGANIZATION (DESTO) 
Dr. A. R. oazi, Principal Research Officer 
IRRIGATION, DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
Mr. M. Anees, Secretary 
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FINANCE DIVISION 
Mr. Khalid Mahmood, En"ineer, APPropriate TPchnoloav Cell 
INDUSTRIES DIVTSIOIIJ 
Mr. s.M.A. Ashraf, Additional secretary 
USIS 
Mr. s. I. All, Librarian (and Vice•Presioent PLA) 
UNDP 
Mr. Jacob Everts, Resident Representative 
Mr. H. c. von Sponeck, Deputy Resident Representative 
Mr. Hennina Karcher, Programme Officer 
PAKISTAN COMPUTER BUREAU 
Dr. Mushtaa Ahmed, Deputy Director 
UNITED BANK COMPUTER CENTRE 
Mr. Said Anwar, Second Vice-President 
CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
Mr. Iqbal Javed, Oeouty llirector, Department of Architecture 
PAKISTAN NATIONAL HEALTH LABORATORifS 
Colonel M. I. Rurnev, Director 
PAKISTAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
Dr. Raziudrlin Siddiqui, Chairman 
PAKISTAN SC IF:NTIFIC AND TECHNOT,OGICAL INFORMATION 
CENTRE (PASTJC) 
Dr. A. R. Mohajir, Pro1ect Director 
Mr. Ha~id Khan, Senior Documentation Officer 
Miss ~umtaz Regum, Senior !Hbliographic Officer 
6B 
Miss Shameem Farrukh, Translating Officer 
Mrs. SUltana Akhtar, Documentation Officer 
UNIVERSITY GPANTS roM~ISSIO~ 
Dr. M. o. Shan!, Member 
Mr. Anmad Ali Qureishi, Publications Officer 
Mr. s. ~. Hassan, neputy Director, Planninq and 
Development 
Mr. Humayun Ta1ir, Deputy Director 
Dr. Ejaz M~lik, Advisor 
Dr. R. A. Arain, Deputy Director 
LYALLPt!R AGRICULTURAl, UNIVERSITY 
Dr. A. G. Kausar, nirector of Research 
Mr. Najaf Ali Khan, Librarian 
Mr. Shabbir Hussain, Registrar 
Professor M. Aslam, Chairman, Deoartment of Soil Sciences 
Professor Mohammad Ratiq, Ch~trman, DePartment of Entomology 
Dr. Niaz Ali, Chairman, Department of Horticulture 
Dr. Jamil Ahmad Qureishi, Faculty ot Animal Husbandry 
Dr. Mahmood All, Dean, Faculty of Aaricultural Economics 
Dr. A. Rahman, Chairman, Department ot Plant Breedinq and 
Genetics 
or. Akram, Department ot social Sciences and Humanities 
LAHORE 
PAKISTAN INDUSTRIAt T~CHNICAL ADVISORY CENTRE (PITACl 
Brigadier ~. A. faruqui, General Manager 
Mr. M. A. Jabbar Khan, Chiet of Operations 
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UNIVERSITY OF PUNJAB 
Dr. Mumtaz Anwar, Actinq Librarian 
Mr. Bashir Ali Khan, Chairman, Department of Llbrarv science 
Dr. M. A. Shaukat, HP.ad, Department of Physics 
PAKISTAN COUNCIL fOR SCIFNTIFIC AND IhDUSTPIAL RESEARCH (PCSJR) 
Dr. Yusuf Ahmad, Director 
Mr. Iftlkhar Ahmad, senior Research Officer 
PAKISTAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION (PUNJAB BRANCH) 
Mr. Osman Danish, secretarv (Librarian, Administrative 
Staff Colleqe) 
Mr. Sher Afqhan, Treasurer 
NATIONAL DESIGN AND INDUSTRIAL SERVICES CORP. LTD. 
Mr. Mohammad Latif, Chief statistician 
WATER AND POWER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (WAPDA) 
Mr. Kha11d Saifullah, Director, Standards and Research 
PASTIC SUB-CF.NTRE (L~HORE) 
Mr. N. Humayun, Ofticer•in-Charge 
ENGINEERING UNIVEPS!TY 
Dr. Mujahid, Liaison Officer 
Mr. Fazl u1 Haaue, f,ibrar ian 
Dr. Zaheerul Haque, Dean, FacultY of ~ngineering 
Dr. M. Altaf Ali Qureshi, Chairman, Electrical Engineering 
Dr. z. M. Khtl11, Chairman, Civil Engineering 
Dr. Sultan Hussain, Chairman, ~ecnanic~l Engineering 
Dr. F.A.K. Klrmanl, Chairman, Mininq ~noineering 
Dr. A. H. Bandey, Chalr•an, Deoartment of Enqineerinq 
Dr. Saleem Shuja, Chairman, ~etallurglcal ~nqineerlng 
Dr. Riaz Hussain Mirza, Chairman, Architecture 
Mr. Sardar Hamid Lateef, Chairman, Town Planning 
Dr. Oamar Iqbal, Chairman, Department of Chemistry 
Syed Mukhtar Hussatn Shah, Cha1rman, Department of Mathematics 
Mr. Mohammad Iqbal, Chairman, Department of Physics 
Mr. s. A. Rashid, Manaoer, oat~ Processing centre 
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KARACHI 
STATE B~NK OF PAKisTAN 
Dr. Mohammad Hussatn, D~Putv Director, Statistics Department 
Mr. Syed Riazuddin, Librarian 
PAKISTAN INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND INVEST~ENT CORPORATION CPICIC) 
Mr. Fazal Bar!, Chief ~nqineer 
Mr. Faruoui, Engineer 
CHAMBER OF cnMMERCE AND INDUSTRIES 
Mr. All Mohammad Diwan, Senior Vice-President 
Mr. Shaikh Haroon Rashid, Vice-President 
Mr. Mohammad Ratio, Vtce•President 
PAKISTAN COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
(PCSIR) 
Dr. Arshad A. Baiq, Principal Research Officer 
Or. M. Anwarullah, Principal Research Officer 
Dr. G. Mustafa Ali, Principal Research Officer 
Mr. Jameel Ahmad Khan, Officer-in-Charge 
UNIVERSITY OF KARACHI 
Or. Ehsan Rashid, Vice-Chancellor 
Or. Mahfooz Ali, Pro•Vtce Chancellor 
Or. S. Hamid Mahmood, Registrar 
or. Riazul-Islam, nean, Faculty ot Arts 
or. Kazi A. Kadir, Chairman, Department of Philosophy 
or. M. Tirmizi, Chairman, Department of science 
Or. Itetaq Ali, Professor, Aotany 
Mr. Adll usmani, Librarian 
JINNAH•POST•GRAOUATE ~BOTCAL COLLEGE (,JPMC) 
Mr. Nazeer Ahmad, Librarian 
PAKISTAN JOURNAL OF SCIFNTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RFSEARCH 
Mr. M. A. ~aleem, senior Editor 
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DEPARTMENT UF ARCHIV~S, MINISTRY OF FDlJCATTO~ 
Mr. Atique, Director 
Mr. Mohammad Sidd1a, Deputy Director 
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARIES, MINISTRY OF ~DUCATION 
Mr. Abdul Hafeez Akhtar, Director 
CONTROLLER OF PATENTS AND DESIGN 
Mr. Mohammad Zafar, Assistant Controller 
INVESTMENT PROMOTinN BURFAU 
or. Mohammad Ali, nirector 
SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION AND IMPROV~~E~T OF LIBRARIES 
Mr. Hakim Mohammed Said, President 
Mr. ~ohammad Arifuddin, secretary 
Mrs. L. A. D'Silva, Executive 
Justice Qadeeruddin Ahmad, Member 
Dr. Hafiz Mohammad Ilyas, Member 
Mr. Masarrat Hussain Zuber!, Member 
PASTIC SUA•CENTRE (KARACHI) 
Mr. Sanaul Haq, Of£icer-1n•Charge 
Mr. Mohammad Nawaz, Technical Information Officer 
Mr. Zafar Ahmad, Technical Information Officer 
Mrs. z. s. Haq, Senior Translating Officer 
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MISSION'S PROGRAMMF 
Thursday, 21 october, 1976 (lslamahad) 
• Meeting with the Secretary, Scientific and Technological 
Research Division and Chairman, Pakistan Science 
Foundation 
Friday, 22 october, 1976 (Islamabad) 
Meeting with UNnP Resident Representative 
Meetinq with the Director, Computer Centre, 
Quaid-e-Azam University 
• Meetinq with the Director, Pakistan Institute for 
DeveloPment Economics (PIDE) 
saturday, 23 october, 1976 (Islamabad) 
• Meeting with the Representatives of the Pakistan 
"Scientists Team" 
• Oeoarture tor Lahore/Lyallpur PK-613 
Sunday, 24 nctober, 1976 (Lyallpur) 
- Meeting with the Facultv ~embers of the LYallpur 
Aaricultural University 
~onday, 25 October, 1976 (Lahore) 
• Meeting with the General Manager, Pakistan Industrial 
Technical Advisorv Centre (PtTAC) 
• Meetinq with the Heads of the Departments of Library 
Science and Physics, University of Punjab 
Meetinq with the Reoresentatives of the PCSIP 
Laboratories in Lahore 
Meeting with the Faculty Members of the Engineering 
University 
Meetina with the Members Of the Pakistan Library 
Association (Punjab Branch) 
Departure tor Karachi PK-307 
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Tuesday, 26 nctober, 1976 (Karachi) 
• Meetinq with thp Reoresentatives of the state Ban~ of 
Pakistan 
Meetinq with the Representatives ot the Pakistan 
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation (PJCIC) 
- Meetlna with the ~embers of the Karachi Chamber ot 
Commerce and Industries 
• Meetino with the Members of the society tor the 
Promotion and Improvement of Libraries (SPTL) 
Wednesday, 27 October, 1976 (Karachi) 
Meeting with the nirector, Investment Promotion Bureau 
Meetinq with the Representatives of various Pakistani 
Institutions based in Karachi 
• Meetinq with the Vice-Chancellor and Faculty Members of 
the University of Karachi 
Meetinq with Representatives ot the PCSIR Laboratories 
Thursday, 28 october, 1976 (Islamabad) 
• Oeoarture tor Islamabad PK-300 
• Meeting with the Additional Secretary, Industries 
Division 
Meeting with the Representatives of the Pakistani 
"Policy and Planning Group" 
Friday, 29 October, 1976 (Islamabad) 
Meeting with Pakistani Librarians and Information 
Specialists 
Meetinq with the Representatives ot the Planninq 
commission 
Meeting with Renresentatives ot the Agricultural 
Research Council (ARC) 
• Discussions with PASTIC National Centre Staff 
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Saturday, 30 october, 1976 <Islamabad) 
- Meetinq with the Representatives of the Computer 
Centre (Quaid·e-Azam University), PINSTECH, PIDE, 
and ARC 
• Meeting with the Director, Architecture Department, 
Capital Development AuthoritY 
• Discussions with PASTIC National Centre Statt 
• Meetlnq with the Members of the Pakistan Library 
Association (PLA) 
Sunday, 31 October, 1976 (Islamabad) 
• Free day 
Monday, 1 November, 1976 (Islamabad) 
- Return visit by the Computer Specialist to the 
Comouter Centre, Quaid•e•Azam University 
Meeting and Discussions with the ~embers of the 
GOVPrninq Board of PASTTC 
• Meeting with the Director, Pakistan Computer Bureau, 
Government of Pakistan 
• Meetinq with the Second Vice-President, United Bank 
Ltd., Computer centre 
Tuesday, 2 November, 1976 (Jslamabadl 
• Meeting with the Secretary, Economic Affa1rs Division 
• Meetinq with the ~inister of State for Science and 
Technoloqy 
Wednesday, 3 November, 1q76 (Islamabad) 
- Visit to the Pl~nninq commission's Library 
- Me~tinq with the Renresentatives ot the University 
Grants Commission 
- Me~tinq with the Vice-Chancellor, University of 
Quaid-e-Azam 
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Thursday, 4 November, 1976 (Islamabad) 
• Meeting with the First secretarv, Fmbassy of the 
Netherlands 
Friday, 5 November, 1976 (Jslawabad) 
Meetinq with the secretary of the Plannlna 
Commission 
- Meetinq with the Secretary, scientific and 
Technological Research Division 
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Annex III 
HISTORY AND AACKGROUND Or PASTTC 
As far baCK as 1955, the Government of Pakistan 
Invited, under the Colombo Plan, Mr. L. c. Key, Deputy 
Librarian of the National Library ot Australia as a 
consultant in order to survey the library situation in the 
countrY and submit prooosals for the establishment and 
improvement of library services in Pakistan. Mr. Kev 
submitteo his report in Auaust 1956 in which he touched 
upon the need for strenqtheninq scientific libraries, 
particularly those attached to the laboratories of the 
Pakistan council Of Scientific and Industrial Research 
(PCSJR). 
In 1956 the ~in1strv of Education aoproached unesco 
to conduct a feasibility study with reaard to the 
establishment of a National Documentation Centre in the 
country. A unesco adviser, Mr. A. L. Gardner, was sent to 
Pakistan in 1956 to conduct a survey of the resources 
available for the nevelooment of such a centre. He 
submitted his reoort to the Ministry of Education. 
The report included, Inter alia, a recommendation for 
the establishment of a Pakistan National Scientific and 
Technical Documentation Centre (PANSDOC). The Ministry of 
Education, on the recommendation of the Unesco Adviser, 
devolved the resoonsibility for the PANSDOC Project to the 
Ministry of Industries, which in turn requested PCSIR to 
establish PANSDOC under its administrative control. PCSIR 
established PANSDOC in early 1957 with unesco•s technical 
assistance. The assistance Provided by Unesco was in the 
form of advisory services, equipment and fellowships. It 
was made available tor a period of five years. In 
September 1960, the Pakistan National Science Commission 
recommended that the collection of scientific books and 
journals in Pakistani libraries, import facilities, 
inter-library loans of books and journals, procurement of 
anrt preparation ot microfilms and photocopies of published 
papers and documents, preparation of bibliographies and 
translations into pngllsh ot important scientific papers 
and a provision for an inventory of key researches and 
scientists in the countrY should all be up•dated to meet 
the needs of the country. They also recommended that 
PANSDOC should be olaced under the National science 
Council and that branches be established in Lahore and 
Dacca. Again the "Second Five Year Plan 1969-65" spelled 
out these Problems in a note entitled "Special Libraries". 
It recommended that services be accompanied by the pooling 
of reference materials through inter-library loans, union 
lists and catalogues and co-operative biblioaraphical 
work. The plan also stressed the need to develop special 
libraries. 
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on th~ international level, t~e Unesco Seminar on 
Scientific Documentation in South and south Fast Asia held 
in New Delhi, in March 1961, unanimously adopted the 
followina resolution (Proposal No. 5) tor consideration of 
the Participating r,overnments. 
"The attention ot the governments is drawn to the 
iMPOrtance ot developing in each countrv libraries 
with large collections ot scientific literature as 
an essential basis for docum~ntation services: and 
to the value of developina documentation services 
within these libraries themselves." 
Ever since its establishment PANSDOC remained in 
close touch with the scientific and technical libraries of 
the countrY and in most cases found their stocks 
inadeauate tor the basic requirements of the institutions 
concerned. In order to devise ways and means for 
imorovina scientific library services, PANSDOC organized a 
symposium in March 1963 on the Development of Scientific 
and Technical Libraries in Pakistan. The symposium 
recommended (Pesolution number 1) that central science 
libraries be developed in both East and West Pakistan in 
order to cater to the needs of the institutions engaged in 
scientific teachinn and research, and PANSDOC was charged 
with the task Of developina these central science 
libraries tn order to build up and develoo a reference 
collection of world literature coverina all fields of 
science and techno}oay and answerina the present and 
future r~auirement5 of the entire 5cientitic community. 
PAN~DOC submitted a oroiect to the PCSIR for the 
establishment of a Science Library and Information Service 
in Pakistan in 1963. The proposed project was so 
constructed that the libraries could, even during their 
period of qrowth, beco~e a nucleus tor the efficient and 
continued development ot an intearated pattern of 
scientific library services throughout the country. The 
project was approvea bY the Ministry of Industries and was 
further submitted to the Plannina Commission tor 
incorporation in the Third Five Year Plan in 1Q64. 
While this oroiect was under consideration, Unesco 
was apnroached to provide the services ot a short-ter~ 
consultant in order to examine the oroject and advise the 
Government on aporopriat~ action. The consultant, Dr. 
Herman H. Henkle, submitted his report in August 1966 
after thorouqhlY examining the situation in both East and 
West Pakistan. Some of the recommendations made in this 
report were that early action should be taken tor the 
assianment of responsibility to PANSDOC for developing 
National Science Libraries: that th~ Government of 
Pakistan make a drastic re-appraisal of its financial 
support for scientific and technical libraries and, 
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throuah them, for tts supply of scientific and technical 
information: that oll restrictions on the tlse of toretgn 
exchanqe tor purchase ot scientific and technical 
publications bY the qovernment-supoorted educational and 
research oraanizottons be removed. He further proposed 
that a national SYstem ot libraries be established at 
Islamaharl and Dacca consistina of a Science and Technology 
Library, a ~ealth science Library, an Aaricultural 
Library, and an Industrial Library under the Central 
Directorate ot Nattonal Science Libraries and Information 
Centres, alonq with the then PANSDOC and a regional 
Industrial Librarv at Karachi. 
on the basis of the above recommendation a project 
was submitted to PCSJR in March 196R entitled "Development 
of National Science Library". This proiect was revised in 
1970 and incorporated into an overall plan tor the 
expansion of PANSDnC into a National Scientific and 
Technical Jnformatton and Statistical Centre to be 
Implemented in the country•s Fourth Five Year Plan period 
1970•75. 
The pro1ect for the Establishment of the Pakistan 
Scientific and Technological Information Centre (PASTIC), 
was a morl1fication of tne 1970 project and was prepared on 
the basis of the qt1idelines aiven hy Dr. I.H. Usmani, 
Secretary, Ministry of Science and Technology, who set up 
a committee neaded by Dr. v.G. oesa, ~ember Technology, 
PC5JR, tor this purnose. The basic aim ot the pro1ect was 
the develooment Of a minimum viable base of scientific 
literature resources and the provision of effective 
scientific and tecnnological information transfer services 
as an infra- structure tor scientific research activities, 
as well as industrtal and technoloaical rleveloprnent in the 
countrv. 
Pursuant to this objective, the plan envisaged the 
development of PASTJC based on the existina nucleus of 
PANSDOC with the followina factlitiPs: 
1. ~ational scientific Reference Library. 
2. Scientific and Technoloaical Information 
Transfer services. 
3. Documentation services (as existing in 
PANSDOC). 
4. Facilities for compilation ot R&D 
statistics. 
5. Scientific publications facilities. 
The canital expenditure on the entire project was 
estimated to be Rs.IO.l million over a period of 5 years. 
The total recurrlnq expenditure during the same period 
was Rs.ll million plus PANSDOC's annual allocation of 
Ps. 740,000. Th~ annual recurring expenditure of Rs.tt 
million was not includ~d in th~ oroject estimates. 
Tn the PASTIC oroiect, It was envisaged that the 
possibility Of toreion-exchange financing of scholarshiPS, 
librarv materials, reproaraphical eauioment, expert 
services under unesco, UNIDO, the Colombo Plan and cento, 
as well as bilateral aoreements with countries such as the 
USA, the UK, Germany and Japan would be explored. In view 
ot this, the Pakistan Science Foundation initiated a 
proposal early in 1975, thr011qh the Government of 
Pakistan, tor UNOP assistance to PASTIC. The Government 
officially forwarded the prooosal to the UNDP in June 1975 
reauestinq UNDP assistance tor the oroject. The request 
was entirely consistent with the recommendations of 
Unesco's UNISTST proaramme which has souqht to assist 
countries with the definition of national information 
networks. However, in view ot the complexity of the 
project and the delays that had been experienced in 
lmolementina it, the UNDP felt that it miaht be 
~ppropriate to start oft with a consultancv mission Which 
would survey the existina scientific and technical 
information services in the country and advise on the 
institutional framework tor the PASTIC Project. 
Early in 197&, followinq discussion between UNDP, 
Unesco, the International Development Research Centre 
(IDRC) ot Canada and other internation~l ~odtes, it was 
agreed that TDRC would finance the foreian component of 
the consultancy mission and appoint ~ five-person team 
from its own staff, unesco, and UNTno. Tt was further 
agreed that the UNDP would meet the specific request from 
the Government tor an architect to advise on the bulldina 
needs ot PASTIC. The Government aqreed with the need for 
a consultancv misston and aporoved the cost-sharlnq 
formula nrooosed hv the llNnP, unesco and JDRr. 
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Annex IV 
ILLUSTRATIVE MANNING TARLE FOR PASTIC 
(Estimates of statf needed three yPars after the 
establishment of the PakSTl-~etwork) 
NOTE: The Mission is very reluctant to suoqest orades for 
the positions tn this illustrative manning table (from 
which peons are omttted). we are obviously unable, 
because of our unfamiliarity with the Pakistani Civil 
Service, to otfer soecific advice on these matters. 
However, we felt that it was necessary to indicate 
approximate orades to correspond to resoonsibllitles and 
authorities. These will need review by the competent 
bodies in the Government, which should also consider 
whether tne stenooraohic and typlna staff should be 
distributed as indicated or orou~ed in a pool. 





1.1 Poltcy•Development Unit 
(a) Soecialist in international 
information policy: preparation of 
position napers for Pakistani 





agencies and conferences 19 
Routine international liaison 
(~.a. UNEP/JRS) 16 
stenoorapher 12 
(b) Specialist in domestic information 
policy: survevs of needs and 
resources of Pakistani institutions; 
s~cretariat for UNISIST national 
committee 18 
Tyoist 11 
1.2 Network Co-ordination Unit 
(a) Chief Liatson Officer with co-operating 
institutions and Head of this Unit: 
co-ordination of acauisitions poltcv 
and admintstration of grants to 
network libraries 19 
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nfficer on network tools (inter•library 
loans and photocooy supoly orocedures, 
possible national coupon system) 16 
Stenographer 12 
(b) ~anager for union list of journals: 
directories of users 17 
Clerk-typist 13 
1.3 Trainin~ Unit 
co-ordinator 
Stenoarapher 
1.4 Reqional Sub-offices 
Liaison with users and with co-operatinq 
libraries in the orovinces of Pakistan: 
output of Development-support Unit 
(for example, throuah Chambers of 
Commerce and industrial associations) 
Two professionals in each regional office 






B X 1 B 
4 X 16 
4 X 12 
2. National Inventory of Pakistani Information 
(a) Manaqer ot on•qoinq research 
information system 
clerk.-tvptst 
(b) Manager ot Pakistan documents and 
periodicals indexes 
Abstractors and indexers 
Clerk-typtsts, terminal operators 
(Note: clearinq-house functions 
arp carried out by unit 4.) 
3. l,ibrary 
Note: The oertodicals collections will be 
limited to three main areas: f1) the 
secondary (abstract and index!nq) 
journals needed by the biblioaraphic 
unit, (2) the pri~ary journ~ls in 
information science, (3) the national 




3 X 16 
3 X 12 
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4. 
that have not y~t b~en devolved to 
approDriate librBries co-operatina 
in th~ PakSti-Network. 
The documents collections will be 
mostly of P~kistani material 
comprehensivelY coll~cted to orovlcte 
the national Inventory (see unit 21. 
Normal library functions of 
acquisition, ~xchanqe, cataloqulnq, 
shelving and binctino will be covered 
by this unit, leaving reference work, 
inter-library loans and photocopy1na 









Clearinq•House, Heterrat service and 
oocument•Procurement Hnit 
Based on the National Inventory ot 
Pakistani Information, thf> union 
catalogue and the secondary services 
available in the PASTJC t.ibrary, this 
unit would be resoonsible tor respond ina 
to enouiries trom users. Where 
appropriate, items would be r~ferred to 
the Translations or Riblioqraohic Units. 
wmv enquirie!l> would be reff!lrred to 
co•operatinq institutions in the 
PakSTI•Network. When necessary, foreign 
documents WOUld be procured from 
overseas. Th1_ s unit would be the 
prfnclpal sourcfl' of orders on th~ 
photocooylnq unit and the princioal 








2 X 15 
2 X 14 
t t 
3 X 5 
18 
3 X 15 
2 X' 1 1 
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5. Translations J!nit 
~anaaer - tra~slator - reviser 
Reviser 
Typists 
(Note: the hulk of the translatina will 
not be carried out by full-time 
staff, but will be done on a 
pi~ce•work basis by 
scienttsts•linauists who reaister 
with Pr.STTC.) 




7. DeveJopment•Sopport Unit 
Information is a resource tor 
development, bUt only if it is 
offered in a form that can be 
assimilated bv the user. Mnch of 
the information available today is 
written by specialists in a lanauage 
and at a level that cannot be 
understood by entrepreneurs and 
other personnel, narticularly in 
small and medtum•scale industries. 
The interpretation of this material 
requires a co~bination ot technical 
knowledqe and journalistic skill. 
While some of this work may be done 
bV the provincial liaison staff 
(unit 1.4), there is a need for a 




8. Data-Processing Unit 
The first principal comnuter apoli-
cations to be undertaken by PASTIC 
are for the on-goino research 
information system and the National 
Inventory of oakistani Tntormation. 
Rut PASTIC will also need to maintain 
18 
16 




2 X 18 
12 
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an awaren~ss of data-orocPssino 
development and be in a position to 
advis~ on app]ications throughout the 
PakSTI-~etwork. Close co-ooeration 
will be maintained with the proposed 
work at ouaid-e-Azam University, thus 
allowinq PASTIC to rely on the team 








9. TPchnical Support services 




Note: The Mission feels it would be 
mislearlino to qive estimates ot the 
numher nf staff needed for sub-units 
(9.2) and (9.3), as employment should 
directlv resoond to needs as they 
occur: undoubtedly, however, PASTIC 
will need strong teams in thes~ 
sub-units if its work is not to be 
frustrated hy delays. 
9.2 Reorooraphy (includina microfilms and 
print ina) 
Manaqer 
Other staff (see note ahove) 
9.3 Mail Handlinq and Distribution ot 
Documents 
Manaaer 













to. A~min1str~tiv~ support services 
The Mission is consciou~ of its 
Iqnorance of pakistani orocedures for 
personnel administration, accountina, etc. 
tt believes that PASTTC should have 
a~equate staftinq to enable it to work 
speedily and with flexibility in these 
are~s, suhject only to aeneral direction 
and review by hiqher authorities. 
The total number of staff in the 
professional, technical and clerical 
qrades, ornitttna those in the technical 




























we would 1maa1ne that the eventual number of staff 
three vears after the accentance ot this report would be 
just over too. We would sugaest that this would be a 




AN EXPE:Rl 'IF:I\ITAI, Pit,OT PfWJF;CT TO GIVF. f~XPERIENCE IN 
HANOT,JNG HIBLIOGRApliiC INFORMATION ON Cn"1PUTF.RS (PROJECT 
DUPATinN: 2 YF.APS) 
rn Chapter 8, the need for setting up an experimental 
pilot oroiect has heen expressed. In this Annex we 
indicate in broad terms the ohiectives, methodology, 
financial suoport ~nd manoower requirements tor this 
project. 
Objectives: 
a) To introduce modern tntormation•handlinq techniques 
to Pakistan ov usina available data-processing 
eau111me>nt~ 
b) To allow the software personnel at the Ouaid·e-Azam 
University to ohtain exnerience in automatic 
procedures to handle bihlioqraohlc information; 
c) To allow full exploitation ot international data 
hases (INTS fnr ato~ic energy and AGRIS tor 
agricultural research and technology) and 
implementation of Selective Dissemination of 
Information (SOT); 
d) To allow a selected number ot organizations to 
build their o~n data bases consisting of conventional 
and non-conventional literature produced in 
Pakistan and tnternationallV in the field of social 
and economic develonment; and 
e) To build a re~ource base on which PASTJC and the 
libraries co•operattna in the PakSTI•Network can 
draw when they are ready to apply computer 
techniques to some of thetr ooeratJons. 
Methodology 
Four organizations will be selected to make use of 
available software for bihlioqra~hic data•processinq 
(using, most probably, the ISIS Programme packaqe 
developed at ti.O), which will be installed at the 
Ouairl-e-Azam University. These oraanizations are PINSTECH 
tor TNIS•SDI service, ARC for AGRIS•SDI service, the 
Planning Commission's Documentation Cell and the Pakistan 
Institute of DeveloPment Economics for dat~·base 
construction, lihrarY management and retrospective 
searches on the social and economic development data 
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bases. PIOE is fav011red to so~e extent to commence work 
on the building ot a Pakistan! data-h~se since it occupies 
the premises in Ouaid-e-Azftm lJniversity adjacent to where 
the comouter (lP~ 360/44 under onsJ is located. It is 
also the best eauiooed, especially in terms of staff, to 
launch such an experimental oilot project. 
Atomic Eneray Information services 
Because Pakistan is already participating in the IAEA 
International Nuclear Tnformation System (INTS), it is 
entitled to receive in exchange the TNJS tapes tor its SDI 
service, althouah it has not used this tac!litv so far. 
Hecause Pakistan's inout to the INTS system is 
prepared at PINSTECH, tnr training of the PINSTECH staff 
to prePare the profiles for sor services would be a 
relatively simple task since theY already have the basic 
knowledae of the INIS indexing methods and thesaurus. 
Subject to the Government ot Pakistan's approval for 
PINSTFrH to oartictpate in the pilot project, it is 
possible that TDRC coulrl assist Ctl with the 
identification and implementation of approorlate SDJ 
software at the Quaid-e-Azam comouter and (2) with 
securinq the necessary tralnina of PINSTFCH documentalists 
responsible for preparina nrotiles. 
Agricult11re Information Services 
Althouqh the Government of Pakistan has officially 
desianated APC as the AGRIS oarticioatinq centre for 
Pakistan, ARC has not as yet started to provide Pakistani 
information to AGRTS or to exploit the AGRIS outputs. The 
delay is mainly due to the lack ot trained documentalists 
in ARC. 
For the ARC documentalists to be trained, ARC 
officials aooroached the Team Leader ot this Mission, in 
his capacity as Director of the Information Sciences 
Division ot IDRC, and requested IDRC assistance in 
convenino a trainina seminar in Pakistan for this purpose. 
JDRC aareed to consult with FAO and to consider the 
provision of whatever as$1stance it COtlld offer towards 
the traininq of ARC documentalists: to this en~, it was 
also aar~en that ARC would submit a proiect re~uest to set 
up this seminar identifyina the Previous experience and 
qualifications of the individuals to be trained. When the 
documentalists are sufflcientlv trained and once APC is 
ready to beafn supnlyinq AGNIS input, monthlv AGRJS output 
tapes can be made available to Pakistan on the same basis 
that PTNSTFCH COUld receive the INIS OlltPUt tapes. An SDI 
service for ~RC and other agricultural-sciences institutes 
can then be initiated. 
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Th~ Plannina commission•s Documentation Cell and PlDE 
Roth these oraanizatinns could use the ISIS software 
packaqe for creatino their own data hases, for library 
management, ann then for information retrieval from their 
own data bases and, possiblY also, from data bases to be 
obtained fro~ JLn, IDRr, etc. The ISIS package, once 
installed, would a)low these organizations, in a 
relatively short ttme, to aaln considerable experience in 
the handl1nq of information on computers. 
Project Prooosal 
To oreoare a detailed description for this proposed 
project, a team of three manaoers (one from Ouaid-e•Azam 
University, one from PTDF and one from the Planninq 
Commission) should be identified to make a preparatory 
visit to Canada under the auspices of TDRC. This will 
allow the team memhers to obtain an overall picture of the 
capabilities and limitations of information-handling 
computer systems. The team members will also participate 
in draftina ot the project prooosal which could then be 
submitted to IDBC nnce the Government of Pakistan aives it 
its aporoval. At an aoprooriate time the Government of 
Pakistan would also need to secure the release of the ISIS 
software oackaqes trom If,o. 
Equipment and Manpower Requirement with Likely Assistance 
from IDRC 
In orinciole, the likely assistance provided by IDRC 
for this project wtll be as follnws: 
a) uua1d-e-Az.am nniversitv 
- Adrllttonal eauinment for an on-line interactive 
facility (a keyboard visual display terminal)J 
• An upner and lower case print train: 
- Salaries for one system analyst and one 
ornarammer dUrlna the dur~tion of the project 
(estimated at two yearsl: and 
• Trafnino of the system analyst and programmer. 
b) PIDE/Plannina Commission 
Comouter time tor the imotementation and exploitation 
of the software packaaes. 
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It is understood that PTDF and the Plannino 
Commission would nperl to provide the necessarY cataloquers 
and terminal operators. 
Conclusions 
All oroiects would be complete within two years 
durinq which time the Quaid·e-Azam University would have 
qained considerable exoerience in the implementation and 
operation of comnuterized biblioQraohic information 
orocessinq systems. Early emphasis would he qiven to the 
SDI services tor tne exoloitatton of INJS and AGPIS data 
bases. The ma1or undertakinn, however, would he the use 
of ISIS for the PinE I,ibrary and the Documentation Cell ot 
the Planninq Commission. Retrospectiv~ searches will be 
possi~le on the data bases created hy these organizations 
and on the data bases proctlred from abroad. PASTIC and 
interested co-operatinq libraries in the PakSTI•Network 
would he able to follow this experience and then, as 
required, call on the University's knowledoe and expertise 




PAKISTAN SCIPNTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAl, INFORMATION CENTRE 
(PASTIC): ~ PROJECT PRnPOSAL 
The attacheri rlraft project document drawn up by 
unesco is an attewpt to reflect in a five-year project a 
number of activities desianed to strenathen the Pakistan 
Scientific and Technological Information Centre so that it 
can play a national role in the research and development 
act1vit1eR of the country. SimultaneouslY, action will be 
undertaken towards the establishment and development of a 
number of sub•networks, first in the form of pilot 
projects and later, throuah the exoansion both in number 
and in coverage of scientific disciplines identified as 
heina of interest to the country. 
It is realized that the total of such local 
develoPment will be insufficient to meet all information 
needs and in the ftnal staae of the project action will be 
taken towards nroviding access to world sources of 
information through the utilization ot t~chni"ues which 
are now being applied for 1ntormation transfer in the more 
develoPed areas of th~ world. 
In view of the rapid advances which are taking Place 
in the field of Information, it Will he necessary that 
this pro1ect pronosal be re-examined at the implementation 
staqe so that it can be updated. Nevertheless, the basic 
oroblem of establishing PASTJC on a solid foundation where 
it will have adeQuately trained professional staff, a 
series of activltips and services consonant with the 
reouirements of users of information in the country and 
appropriate accommodation to house its services will 
remain the main Dbiectives of the first phase of this 
project. 
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UNITED ~lTJONS DEVFLOP~F~T PROGPAMMF 
Project of the Govprnment ot PA~ISTAN 
PROJFCT OOCUME~T 
Title: Pakistan Scientific and Tec~noloqical Intor~ation 
Centre (PAS1TC) 
Number: PAK/75/064/B/01/13 Duration: 5 years ?. months 
Primarv funct.ion: Institution-buildina rroject 
secondary function: Direct support project 
Sector: Science and Technology (65) 
Sub-Sector: Science and Technological Promotion (6510) 
Government Impleme~tina Aaency: Ministry of Science and 
Technoloay throuah the 
Pakistan Science Foundation 
Executina Aoency: Unesco 
Estimated startina date: 
Government Inputs: 
6 599 415 
(Rupees) 
(Rs 65.9 lakhs 
in kind) 
nctober 1q76 





on behalf of the Executina Aaency Date 
on behalf ot the IINDP Date 
PAPT I - LFGAL COhTEXT 
"This Proiect Document shall be the instrument 
referred to as such in Article I, Daraoraph 1, of the 
Assistance Aareement between the Government ot Pakistan 
and the United Nations Development Proryramme siqned by the 
Parties on ~5 Fe~ruary, 19~0." 
"The Government Implementina ~aencv shall, for the 
purposes of the Standard Basic Aareement, refer to the 
Government Co-operatina Aaency described in that 
Aqreement." 
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PART IT .. A • DF.VE.LOPMFr..1'T rJf:3,JFC1 IVE 
Information is considered to ~e an essential basis 
for the progress Of civilization and society as well as a 
factor that olays a oart in the processes of creation or 
consumption ot wealth, as an indiscensahle ingredient in 
decision making, and as a fundamental resource which mioht 
even be comnar~d to matter or ~nergy. Reina 
simultaneously the outcome of human activities and a 
necessarv component of each of the~, information is seen 
to be an ubiauitous factor which must he taken into 
account in the plannino or takinq Of actions whose aim is 
economic, social and cultural development, in the widest 
sense. 
The role Of information in development was emphasized 
in the seventh Special session of the TIN General llsseJT'Ihly 
in Resolution 1362 (5/VJil adonted unanimously: 
"Developed and developtnq countries should co•operate in 
the establishment, strenntheninq and development of the 
scientific and technological infrastructures of developino 
countries". In F'Cnsnc Resolution 9102 o,VII) developino 
countries are invited, as aporooriate, "to establish or 
strengthen their scientific and technolooical information 
systems" and it further invites international financinq 
oraanizations, particularly the llNDP, The IBRD and the 
Reaional Development Banks and also developed countries to 
provide ways and means tor supportina the organizations of 
the develontnq countries aimed at establishing and 
strengthenina centres and services tor scientific and 
technoloqical information and systems tor the transfer and 
assessment of technoloay. 
The scientific and technoloaical information system 
for Pakistan is seen as a necessary pre-requisite for all 
research and develoo~ent activity in the country. The 
strengthenina ot the information resources, lr particular 
those in the agricultural and industrial sectors, will 
have an imoact on the develooment ot these sectors, while 
the recommendation of the Mission, whict studierl the 
problem ot scientifi~ and technoloaical intorm~t1on tn 
Pakistan in nctober 1976, to orovide within the national 
system, procedures for the re-nackacina ot information to 
facilitate its aPPlication in development in the rural 
areas, will also stimulate development activities. 
The develonment objectives for the period 1975•1980 
envisaqe improvement in livinq standards throuah the 
emphasis on better food, lodaing anri housing: improve~T~ent 
in public services throuqh emphasis on education, 
transport and electrification: under distribution and 
employment: self S11fficiency: imnort substitution and 
reformina the econo~ic structure. These considerations 
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influence the sectoral oroarammes of the Governrent, which 
has established the followina nriority areas: 







power and transport 
reatonal balance, and 
soctal sectors 
The nroiect as envisaqed is designed to provide 
services towards tne attainment ot all the development 
Objectives listed above and to provide scientific, 
techni~al, economic and social information to the priority 
areas established bY the Government and considered vital 
for the achievement of these objectives. 
The informatinn services to be provided through 
PASTIC ~i.ll support research and development activities in 
all these sectors and Provide a channel throuqn which 
information on methods, techniques, standards, data and 
results of research and development activities undertaken 
in Pakistan and abroad could be transmitted to the 
planners, research workers and those directly involved in 
development activities. 
The establishment of the PASTtC network, when 
realized, will provide these supportinq services to all 
sectors, particularlY to the aqriculture and industrial 
sectors where there seems to be a vital need for it. An 
active research programme cannot be maintained without an 
information sector, a lack which has been com~ented upon 
particularly by Pakistani scientists and technologists. 
Further, extension servir.es in agriculture and industry 
depend uoon adequate information support and it is felt 
that the activity of these services can he improved 
throuqh the nresenr.e of such an information system. 
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PART IT - B • IMMEDIATE OHJFCTtVE 
The immediate objective of this project is to set up 
a decentralized information system in which the Pakistan 
Scientific and T~cnnoloaical Information Centre (P~STIC) 
would play a major co-ordinating role. 
The system, Which will take the form of a network of 
co-operating institutions will be orientea to•ards 
oerforminq the foltowinq functions: 
Cal to nrovfde the Government aqencles of the country, 
and the manaq~rs and olanners involved, with 
detailed information about scientific and 
technical orooress within the country and the 
prosoect for its implementation: 
(b) to orovfde sctentists, researchers and 
technicians with informatton concerning the 
latest oublished reoorts in their field of 
interest~ 
(c) to ~rovide an oraanization for the collection, 
processlna and dlssemin~tlon of national 
scientific findinos in both t~e nat11ral and 
social sciences and by this m~ans imrrov~ 
communication amono scientists within the 
country and lessen the nosstbilitv of 
duplication ot effort: 
(d) to provide scientists within the country with 
a means of obtainina new scientific findings 
which ortainate in toreian countries; 
(e) to provide for the traintng of an adequate 
number of specialists and to provide for the 
traininq of s~ientlsts in the proper nse of 
information. 
These functions would be implemented by the 
performance ot the follow!nq specific tasks. within the 
network: 
(1) co-ordination of existing resources: 
(2) resource development: 
(3) services to users: 
(4) depository of scientific works produced in 
the country; 
(51 traininq ot personnel. 
Co•ordinatfon involves the DfOdUCtion Of inventories 
or cataloques of available tntormatton resources within 
the country. These include: 
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- a union list of scientific and technical 
oeriodicals in tne libr~ries of the 
network: 
- a n~tional reaister of scientific and 
technical personnel and their areas of 
expertise: 
- a list of on-aoina research activities, etc. 
It also involves the oraanization of the information 
resources of a numher ot widely dispersed institutions in 
a co-oPeratinq network desiqned to permit the flow of 
information from tnese institutions to users in all parts 
ot the country. 
PASTIC will acquire and assemble the following 
sources of scientitic and technical information: 
biblioqraphies, revie~s, abstracts, innexes, directories, 
encyclopedias, catalogues, etc. In other words, PASTIC 
should maintain a solid collection of reference tools to 
baCk uo its scientific and technical books, conference 
proceedings, reports and other gener~l materials. The 
services to be provided hy PASTIC will consist of: 
(1) a document procurement service, which will obtain 
for a user a Photocooy, microfilm or reproaraphy 
of any published scientific article that may be 
requested: 
(2) a current awareness service, which will provide 
selected users ~ith information on the literature 
nuhlisned in their field of interest: 
(3) a translation service, ~hich will nrovide the user 
with a comolete translation or abstract, in a 
languaae understood by him, of any article which 
nas heen publl~hed in a lanauaae wt1ich he does not 
read: 
(4) an enquiry service, where reauests tor scientific 
information or answers to specific questions can 
be obtained from the centre; telephone, oral or 
oostal enquiries will be dealt with; 
(5) a reproaraphic and printina service, where the 
equipment of the centre ~ill be used tor 
reoroducfna docu~ents reauired ty institutions or 
individuals. The methods used will be 
microtllmina, nrintinq, photo-offset or 
Photocopying: 
(6) advisory services in the field of scientific and 
technical documentation to governmental and 
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technical institutions in the countries. The 
advice will be in the oraanization and rraintenance 
ot technical services, staff tralnina, 
administration, etc. 
(7) library services, where readina facilities will 
be provided and where important technical works 
and bonks will be available to authorized users; 
(8) exchanae services, where the publications of the 
centre will be exchanaed with those ot similar 
centres either within the country or abroad. 
PASTIC will he a deposttorv tor all research papers, 
reports, reviews, surveys, etc., that are Produced 1n the 
country, as a result of the work of learned societies, 
commercial or industrial firms, aovernmental 
deoartmentals, as well as ot scientists and technologists. 
As much of this material is not published or listed, it 
tends to escape the attention of those workina in similar 
or selected fields resultina in a waste of time, money and 
effort due to unnecessary duolication ot work that has 
already been done. 
Also, documents will be listen by PASTIC and perhaps 
included in selective state-of-the-art reviews. As 
reqards trainina, PASTTC will undertake, with the 
collaboration ot QIJaid-e-Azam university, the setting up 
of a course for the trainina of information specialists. 
It will also organize courses for junior library staff and 
technicians and orovide for thP training of 11sers of 
scientific and technical information. 
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PART IT - (' • SPECTAI f"ONSIDEPATIONS 
The implementation of this nroject will facilitate 
and promote technical co-operation amonq the developing 
countries. The rro1ect will be orienten in accordance with 
the auidelines and objectives nf thP UNISIST Proqramme 
which is recoqnizeri as the common information progr~mme 
for tne Member States of the United Nations. 
Simultaneously, similar ettorts in the organization of 
national information systems are being undertaken in a 
number of Isfan countrfes in the reqion, particularly in 
Tndia, Sri L~nka and Iran, usinq the assistance of the 
UNDP, bilateral assistance sources and in some cases with 
local financing. Peaional co-operation is beina promoted, 
and aireany in the South and Central Asian reaion two 
reqtonal meetings connected with the development of 
regional information oolicies ~nd co-operation for 
exchange of scientific and technoloaical information have 
been held in Sri r.anka and in India in 1975-76. A draft 
proposal tor the establishment of a reoional network which 
would provide the vehicle tor inforwation transfer In the 
region has been suhmitted to UNDP for consideration in the 
Second country Proaramme. A similar proposal for a 
scientific and tecnnoloaical information network in South 
East Asia which would ensure technical co-operation in at 
least five countries in the reainn is also under 
consideration by UNDP for future financina in its regional 
programme. The areas of technical co-operation will 
include transfer Of technical infor~ation between 
develonin~ countries, narticularly aaricultural, 
industrial and economic information ot Particular 
relevance to countries in the same reaion: aareements on 
methods, techniaues ann stan1ards to be adopted; common 
traininq facilities anrl standardization ot training 
methods and curricula; meet1nas and seminars, for the 
purpose of evolvina common POlicies. 
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PART IT - n - BACKGROUND JND JUSTIFICATJUh 
The Pakistan ~ationAl Scientific and Technical 
Documentation Centre (PANSOOC) was established in 1057 by 
the Government of pakistan with technical assistance from 
Unesco. The primary and immediate objective before 
PANSDOC was to provide scientific workers with urgently 
needed facilities, such as the procurement of documents, 
compilation of blbtioaravhies and orovision ot translation 
services. In 1qfi3 and 1964, two reoional centres of 
PANSDOC were established at nacca and Lahore respectively. 
The PASTIC nroject was drafted in 197? to extend the 
services of the former Pakistan National Scjentific and 
Technical Documentation centre (PA~snnc) and is a 
constituant unit of the Pakistan Science Foundation. It 
was created to permit research councils, research 
institutions and all users of science and technoloay to 
benefit from a national information system throuah a~ 
international net•ork of scientific and technological 
information. 
In october 1976, a team of consultants from the 
International nevetonment Research Centre (IDRC), Unesco 
and UNIDO undertook a three week mission in Pakistan to 
make a detailed study of the needs of scientific 
information in the country and, on this basis, to make 
recommendations to t~e Government on the future 
organization, structure and develor,roent ot PASTIC. The 
present project procos~l is based on the findings of t~ls 
Mission and identities the UNDP incuts necessary for the 
oraanization of PAsTIC on the lines recom~ended by the 
Mission. 
further details on the background and justifications 
for this nroject are contained in the report of the 
Mission to which tnis nroject pro~osal is annexed. 
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PART II - f • OUTPl'TS 
(!) CO•OROINATTON nF RESOURCES 
1. Directory of important libraries and docum~ntatton 
centres in Pakistan Cas reauired) 
2. List ot libraries and docu~entation centres 
co-ooeratina in the network with details of 
staff, collections and services (as reauired) 
3. Directory nt users of infor~ation and profiles 
of subject interest (annual) 
4. Directory of on•aoinq research activities (annual) 
5. Acaufsitions list of PASTJC (mont~lyl 
6. IJnion list of oeriodicals processing techniques 
and library orqanization for co-operating libraries 
7. ~anual of Information orocessina techniques and 
library oraanization tor co-operatina libraries 
8. General introductory leaflet for users of 
network services 
9. RihlioaraohY of scientific literature ot 
Pakistan (monthly or auarterly) 
(11) SERVICES TO USFPS 
to. Selective dissemination of information 
serv.ices (~lH) 
11. Bihlioarapnies 
1?. Microfilms, microfiches and ohotocopi~s of 
documents for storage or for providing 
responsive services 
13. Translatlo~s 
(111) TPAINING OF' PEPS(l~PvF.t, 
14. Trainina Proarammes for information personnel 
tOt 
15. Trainina rroarammes for users 
(iV) RESUURCF DFVPLOPMENT 
(V) OEPnSITORY OF SCTE~TJFTC WORK PRODUCED IN THE COUNTRY 
(1) cn-nRniNATION OF' Pl':SC'UPCFS 
1. Directory of important li~raries and 
documentation centres in Pakistan 
(a) A systematic survey of libraries 
and documentatton services in 
Pakistan will he carried out to 
enable the establishment of a 
file. This will include as 
complete data as possible on the 
holdinas, services, oersonnel 
and characteristics of these 
institutions 
(b) On the basis ot this file, a 
directory will be publis~ed and 
distributed to institutions and 
individuals 
(c) The file will he revised as 








2. List of librar~es and documentation centres 
co-operating in the network with details of 
staff, collections and services 
(a) This file will he based on (1) 
but will be ornanized on a 
sub1ect basis, e.g. agriculture, 
industries, etc. to assist 
scientists to identify the 
libraries constituting the 
sub-system of the network in 
their specialized fields 
(b) The file will he revised as 





3. Directory ot users of information and profiles 
ot subiect interest 
(a) A systematic survey of scientists 
and technologists will be 
undertaken to establish a 
directory ot potential users of 
the information system. The 
survey wilt be conducted so as 
to obtain prottles retlectina 
the specific i"terests of 11sers 
in preoaration for SDT as well as 
for olanninq the future 
develorment ot the system 
(b) The directory will be published 
and revised as often as 







4. Directory ot on-aoina research activities 
(a) PASTIC will establish contact 
with institutions in the country 
in which scientific and 
technological research is beina 
conducted, as well as with 
national oraantzations which 
finance research activities 
through arants, fellowships, etc. 
nn the basis Of these contacts, 
a reaister of on-qolnq research 
activities will be published 
(b) The realster will he PUblisned 






5. Acauisitions list of PASTIC 
PASTTC will publish neriodicallv 
a list of its acauisitions, 
particularly Of monoaraphs and 
secondary iourrals. This 
publication would inform other 
libraries in the network of the 
acquisitions Of PASTIC and be a 
basis for the development of a 
co-ordinated acouisitions policy 
in the country 
6. llnion list of neriodical holdiPas ot 
important libraries in the country 
(a) A survey will be conducted by 
PASTIC of the neriodical holdinas 
of important scientific ~nd 
technoloqical libraries in the 
country 
(b) A union list ot oeriodicals in 
Pakistan will be nuhJished and 
arranqements will be made to have 
it uodt.=~ted reqularly 
(c) The list will be distributed to 









7. Manual of infor~ation orocessina techniques 
and library oraanization 
(a) llsina estahlist"1ed UNISTST 
quidelfnes and after evaluation 
ot the methods ann techniques 
applied at PASTIC, a manual will 
be produced for the use of 
co-oneratina institutions 
1979 
(b) The manual will be published and 1979 
distributed 
(c) It will he UPdated as necessary (as reauired) 
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R. General introductory leaflet tor users 
of network services 
(a) This l~aflet will orovlde 1979 
information to users on how they 
shoulct proceed to get information 
needed by them. It will identifY 
the cnief libraries of the 
sub-networks and list the services 
provided bY PASTTC and the 
co-operating libraries 
(b) The leaflet wltl be updated as 
More sub-networks are for~ed 
9. Aibliooraphy of scientific literature 
of Pakistan 
(a) An indexing manual will be 1978 
established for this purPose and 
indexers and abstractors will 
receive in-service training 
(b) Establishment of techniques for 
the collection ot inform~tion 
(c) Processino of information in a 
format that will allow later 
computerization 
{d) Publication of the biblioqraohy 
at regular intervals 






to. Selective disse~ination of information 
services 
(a) Steps will be taken to expand 
the AGRIS and TNTS services that 
have been established with the 
assistance ot TDPC 
(b) Additional machine readable files 
will he processed to provide a 
wider range of user services 
(C) Files built up bv PASTTC, e.a. 
the file on sctenttfic research 
in Pakistan Will be nrepared for 





(d) SDI s~rvices based on these files 




PASTTC will Provide bibliographies 19~0 
based on seconrtary oublications continuina 
ln its library as well as on 
machine readable files ohtainerl 
from various services. These 
services will be orovided to 
scientific research workers in 
the r:'ountry 
12. Reoroqraphic services 
The ohotocopylna and microfllmina 
units will be established. 
Services will ne provide~ to 
users in the country in the form 
of photocooies, microfilms and 
microfiches of ~aterlals available 
in the PASTIC library 
13. Transl~tions 
A file on all oertormed 
translations wtll be maintained 
as well as lJstinas of 
translations that have been 
done abroad. A oanel of 
translators wttl be set up to 
undertake on contract 
translations requested from 
PASTIC hy its 1JSers. .1\ small 
translation service will b~ 
maintained at PASTTC 
(111) TRAINING OF PERSONNFL 
14. Trainina program~es for information 
personnel 
A tr~ining course will he 
establtshed for training post 
graduate information specialists 
at Quaid-e-Azam University 
And PASTTC 
Several training courses for 
middle level Personnel and 










15. Tratntnq proorammes for users 
PASTIC staff will oraanize at 
the Centre as well as at 
various institutions in the 
country, tralntno proaram~es 
for users of scientific and 
technical information 
PASTIC Will bUild UP its 
collection of secondarv 
journals in as manv fields as 
possible to en~ble it to 
provide biblioaraphic information 
and current awareness services 
on refluest 
Tt will also acquire reference 
tools and selected monoqraohs 
according to the needs of 
regular users of its services 
Journal holdinos will be located 
at co-operatina libraries and 
PASTTC will acauire only those 
Primary journals which are 
considered as absolutely essential 
for providing services 
(V) DEPOSITORY OF SCTE~TIFIC hORK 
PRflOllCFD IN THR C"Ol.INTRY 
PASTIC will oraantze a scheme to 
receive conies of all scientific 
papers, reports, conference 
documents and nroceerlinos and 
other materials resulting from 
scientific work in the country. 
These materials will be analyzed 
and listed and a file maintained 
(see co-ordination of Resources 










PART II - f • ACTJVITI~S 
The following may be considered the principal aims of 
the nroject. 
1. The establishment of a national network of scientific 
and technical infor~ation tnrouqh the co-ordination ot the 
activities ot existing information provining institutions 
and their further nevelonment. 
2. The strengthenlna and development of PASTJC so that 
it could function as the central institution in the 
network. tn addition to some information provldinq 
functions, it will also set standards and methodologies, 
provide financial and technical sunnort to co-operatinq 
institutions, operate and evaluate oilot oro1ects 
established tor testina new technologies, collect and 
provide data to government agencies for formulation of 
national information oolicies, act as a national referral 
centre and organize trainina proqrammes at the national 
level. 
The project will he implemented in three phases: 
PHASE T (1978•1979) will be primarily devoted to 
re-organization ot PASTIC to plaY its role in the national 
information system oy: 
- strengthening collections of secondary 
publications 
- establishing microfilmina and printina tln1ts 
- carryina out surveys described In Part II - g 
and setting un processes for uodatina the 
information files 
- recru!tinq ano traininq personnel 
- identifying suitable co-ooeratina libraries 
and establishtna the necessary aareements 
- developinq the agricultural and industrial 
information sub-networks 
PHAS~ II (19B0•19AtJ strenqthenina and further development 
ot the national intormation syste~ by: 
- evaluation of the results of the agricultural 
and industrial sub-networks 
- identitvinq additional sub-networks tn 
accordance with needs of users and establishinq 
anreements for co-ooeration 
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- conttnutna recrultina and trainina personnel and 
an increased national role in the trainina ot 
information personnel 
- estahlishina t~e basis tor SDI services using 
comnuteri?.ed techniaues 
• studvtna information transfer ~rocesses in the 
light of Pakistan's proaramme tor development 
of telecommuntcations services 
• estahlishina data files in machine readable form 
and produclna comouter•assisted nu~llcatlons 
PHASE Til (1982) 
On the assumption that, by the end of 1981, the 
national network Of scientific and technical information 
will have been established, so as to cater to the needs of 
the majority of users in the country, this Phase will be 
devoted to: 
• introduction of new techniques in all aspects of 
intormation processina, retrieval and 
dissemination 
• study of the teasibility of linkaae with 
international information systems tor ohta1ninq 
scientific information not available in the 
country throuqh on-line techniaues 
- sturly of the feAsibility of a computerized 
network in the country and pilot orojects where 
approPriate 
• facilities for exoloitlna the oroducts of 
international information systems and tor 
providlnq reqular services on the basis of the 
svstel'f\ 
• aopronriate trainino proorammes tor these 
purposes 
- study the possibilities of oarticipatina in 




1. Strength~nlnq ~oll~ctions by acquisition of 
seconrtarv 1o•1rnats and sl!'l!"Ctt>ri mono'lr<~ohs 
2. Establlshlnq microfilming, mtcrofiche an1 
Photocopyinq units 
3. Establishing orlntlnq unit 
4. Surveys, directories and lists 
5. Pecrulting and traLnfno nersonnPl 
6. Negotiation of aaree~ents with Institutions 
for ~xoansion of networK 
1. Develooing the aQrieultural ~nd fndnstrial 
information sub•networks 
PHASE: II 
8. F:valuatton of the a::~ricultural i!nd i"l<iustrial 
sub-networks 
Pntpnt 
l'sPr servict>s • 
su~1Pct ~lhl1o'lrAnhtes 
Hser sPrvic£>!'- • 
intorm~tfon transfer in microforms 
tn co•oneratJno lfhrarles 
Proouctr,cr thP docu!Jlents And 
nubltcations of the networK 
Puhllcatlons listed tn Part•Jl ~ (l•q) 
Jnfornatlon scJentists tor PASTJC 
nnrl other truaHuttons in the network 
(tn nrotesstonalsl. lllso foreseen Is 
ln•serv1~e tralnino for staff at all 
l!'VPIS 
TnrteAse in t"e nu~her of subject fields 
coverer! by the net~ork 
Information services to specialized users 
1n ,;ortculture ani! 1ndustrv from orqanized 
suh•networks of aartcultural and indus• 
trial tnform~tton 
ThiS will provtrle auidelines tor the 
creation of new sut;~-networKs foreseen 
in this Phase of the project 
9. ldentifylno ad1lt1on~l sub-networks ani! Kxoansion ot networks 
establishing anreements for their co•ooeratton 
10. Training of oersonnel 
11. Centralized SOT services to users 
Tncreased numher of information 
specialists tor PA~TtC as well as for 
sub•nPtl'>·orl<s 
Reoular information to scientists 

















12. Studying information transfeT orocesses 
in the network and furth~r development 
Of techni<wes 
13. rstablisning dat~ files in machine• 
readabl~ form and producing oublic~ttons 
14. Continuation of the ~ctivities 
established in Pha~e I 
PHASE III 
15. Introduction of new techniques in informa• 
tion processing, retrieval and dissemination 
16. Study ot possibiliti~s of linkage with 
foreign information systems 
17. Exoloiting products of international 
information systems 
18. Training proar~mmes 
19. Participation in regional 1ntormation 
systems 
Output 
Jmoroved methods tor inform~tion transfer 
from the network to the user 
Possibll1t1es of oulc~ retri~v~l of 
informi'ltion 
~ooernization Of information-handling by 
the Centre, foltowlnn a perto~ of huildinq 
up of the infT~~tructure ot the ~ystem 
Will accelerate access to Information 
not available locallY 
Cheao and comoren~nstve s~rv1ce to 
us~rs In some fields of science and 
technology covered bY international 
intor~atton syste~s 
As ahove, hut with the Cllrrtculwn 
reflPctlnn new advances In the field 
T,ink~ae with countries of stmil"'r 
social and econnmtr conditions ~hose 
information may he more relevant to 















PART Il • G • PREPARATION OF wnRK PLAN 
~ detailed Work Plan tor the imolementation of the 
project will be oreoared by the Chief Technical Adviser, 
in consultation with the Project Director. This will be 
done at the start of the project and brought forward 
periodically. The agreerl upon work Plan will be attached 
to the Project Document as J\nnex I and will be considered 
as part of that document. 
PART II - H - PREPaRATION OF THE fRa~fWOR~ FOR EFFECTIVE 
PARTICIPATHHJ nF NATIONAL Af\'11 INTERNATIONAL 
STAFF IN THE PROJFCT 
The activities necessary to produce the indicated 
outputs and achieve the oroject•s immediate objective will 
be carried out jointly by the national and international 
staff assioned to it. The respective roles of the 
national and international staff will he determined ~v 
their leaders, by mutual discussion and aareement, at the 
beqinninq of the Project, and set out in a Framework for 
Effective Partic1oation ot ~ational and International 
Staff in the Project. The Framework, which will be 
attached to the Project nocu~ent as an annex, will be 
reviewe~ trom time to ti~e. The respective roles of the 
national and intern~tional staff shall he in accordance 
with the established conceot and srecific purposes of 
technical co-operation. 
PART II - T - DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT CO~~~UNICA'l'ION 
The project aims at settinq up a system that will 
enable users of scientific and technical information to 
obtain their needs rapidly and to ensure that the 
information obtained is relevant to their needs. There is 
a wide spectrum ot users of information and the system 
will orovirle throuah translations, throuoh repackaging of 
information, throuah publications written in popular 
stvle, thrnuqh aqrtcultural ~nrl industrial extension 
services, an ooportunity tor the information to reach the 
user in a form and manner in ~hich he can understand it 
and apnlv it in his develooment activities. At the other 
end of the soectrum is the snohisticated user whose 
interests are in the results of scientific activity in 
other parts ot the world and who needs this information in 
undiluted form. Surveys will therefore have to be carried 
out at reqular intervals to determine the iwoact of 
information services on these various types of users and 
the orientation of the network•s services will have to be 
modified according to these findlnas. 
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UNJSTST is developing autctelines tor measurina user 
reaction to Information services, techniaues tor the 
training of users, studying the impact of information on 
farmers Qnd small scale industrialists and deslgnlna 
evaluation techniques for all types ot information 
activity. The results of these studies couln be 
orotitably applied in this oroiect. 
PART I I • ,J - INSTITtiTJONAIJ FFAMF,WOPI< 
The position of the project within the National 
Science Foundation has been described in detail in the 
Joint Mission Reoort and in the orecedina sections of this 
document. 
The project bears an important relationship to all 
agencies, oraanizations and orojects In the country as it 
has been set uo as the orinclpal intormatlon-providinq 
organization in the country. This relationshiP is 
expected to become even more sianiticant when the project 
beains to collaborate with other libraries and 
documentation centres in the network and thus considerably 
expands th~ base of its operations. 
The project will be located at Islamabad but the 
network will cover the entire country. 
PART IT • K • PRIOR OBLI~ATIONS A~n PP~REQUISITES 
Prerequisites of the Government 
- Action towards orovision of an adequate 
buildfnq tor PASTTC 
• Action towards recruitment in 1977 ot the 
staff identified as necessary tor 
commencement of the activities of the 
oroiect 
- A~tlon towards allo~ation of a 
substantially laraer annual budget 
tor PASTtC accordlnq to indications 
given in this document 
Prereaulsltes of the Fxecutina Agency 
- Provision of liNDP funds tor pre-project 
activities in 1977, in oarticular tor a 
two month mission by the Chief 
Technical Adviser tor 
oreoaration Of the ~ork Plan and for 
orderinq equinment necessary tn start 
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som~ of the SPrvices at the beqirnina 
of 1978. 
PART II- L • F'tlTl!Rfi; U:\lDP JI.SSISTANCF 
It is not at present envisaaed th~t additional UNOP 
assistance will be required after the project is completed 
at the end of 1982. 
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PART III- SCHF:OUIJFS OF' VQNITURTNG, F:Vf\LHATTON 
AND REPnRTS 
Part ITI - A. Tripartite Monitoring Reviews, 
Technical Reviews 
1. The oroiect will be subject to periodic 
review in accordance with the policies 
and nrocedures establishE>d by the UM>P 
for monitoring proiect and oroaramme 
implementation. 
2. Special technical reviews will be undertaken 
bv Unesco at tne end of Phase I of the 
oroject (October 1979) and at the end ot 
Ph~se Il (October 1981). 
Part III - B. ~~valuation 
The nroiect will be subject to evaluation, in 
accordance with the policies and orocedures esta~llshed 
tor this purpose bv the !JNOP. The oraanization, terms of 
reference and timing of the evaluation will ~e decided by 
consultation between the Government, the UNDP and the 
Executing Aaency concerned. 





















30 MAr. '78 
30 Sept.(t78 
30 Sept.'79 




30 oct. '79 
30 Oct. '81 
30 tvov. *82 
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DESCR IPTJrlN OF GOVFRNMF;I\lT T ~~PlJTS 
1. Description Of Government Inputs 
A. Financial nbliaatlons 
The GovPrnment will finance the burlaet of the 
Pakistan scientific and TechnoloGical Intorrr"tion Centre 
and the Network to the amount of Ps 6 599 415 (Rs 65.99 
lakhs), tor a oeriorl of 5 years commencino from January 
1978, and provide comparable supnort annuallY afterwards. 
B. Assiqnment of ~attonal Staff (Location: Islamabad) 
Starting Take-over 
nate Date 
1 • Director of PASTJC ~Jan.1977 Jan.19R1 
The director will provide 
aeneral auidan("'e of the 
nroject staff until the 
oroject comes tO an end. 
2. Specialists-Grade 19 ('2) .Jan.19713 ~Jan.19B1 
3. Speclalists-orade 18 (21) Jan.1978 Jan.1981 
4. Specialists-arade t7 ( 5 ) Llan.t978 Jan.1981 
5. Soecialists•ararle 16 06) Llan .197R 
6. Technicians-grade 15 (5) ,Tan.1978 
7. Clerk-tyoists•arade 14 (2) ,Jan .1978 
a. Clerk-tyoists-arade 1 3 en LTan .1. 978 
9. Tynists-orade 1 2 (14) Jan.1978 
10. Tyoists-orade 1 1 (9) LT.:~n.197B 
1 1 • Attendants-grade 5 (3) ,Jan.197H 
In addition to the national staff in the above 
schedule, other technica1 and administrative staff Will be 
recruited for the housekeeoino of the rentre. 
NOTE: Startino date = exoected date of assiqnment of the 
national ~tatf on a tull•time hasis 
Take-over date = date at which the national staff 
is expected to asstlrr•e l'l'laior or 
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full responsibility for the 
project's activities in its field 
ot competence 
c. Training Provisions 
Maintenance ot tra1n~es at courses to be 
arranged at PASTIC tor training the staff 
of the Centr~ as wpll as of the co-operating 
libraries of the n~twork. 










(a) SupoliPs lslamabad Accoralna 500 000 
to needs 







(b) F:quipment and 
furniture for 
Officers 
(c) Reproaraphic and 
Printing Eauipment 








In addition to that which 
will be orovidpd by UNOP, 
additional eaujpment will he 
acouired as necessarv from 
the above allocation 












(aJ Operation and maintenance 
of equipment 
(b) Sundry, e.q. tr~nsoort and 
handlinq of equioment, water 








No. Internatio~al statf 
01 consultant ArchitPct 
To examine initial 
orooosals for the 
physical facilities 
of PASTTC 
02 The consultant 
architect will carry 
out a second mission 
to assist in the 
preParation of 
construction, 
drawinqs and buJldino 
plans 
starting 
Locdtion nate Duration 
Tslamaharl Uct.Nov. 10 days 
•76 




No. (Location: Isu:~maban) 
startino 
Date 
01 Chief Technical AdvisPr Nov.t '77 
Job requirements: 
Qualifications in the 
field of automated 
svstems for scientific 
and technical information 
and experiencp in 
orqanlzino anrl administerina 
information networks. The 
Chief Technical ntticer 
will he responsible tor the 
co-ordination of the work 
of the other exnerts attached 
to the oroject in accordance 
with the work plan. 
02 consultant in industrial 




information science and 




2 consultants wtll be 
provided to set UP an 
industrial intormation 
extension service which 
will be organized throuah 
the collaboration of 
PASTJC with relevant 
Government Denartments 
and other orqanizations 
in the country. 






cations in information 
oct.t '78 
oct. 1 '79 






science and exoerience 
in the or~anization of 
scientific anrl tech-
noloqical information 
services, with some 
knowlerlae of romouterfzed 
svstems. 
05 consultant in 
reproaraohy 
Job reaui rements: oct .1 • 7 8 
experience In the 
oraantzation and manaae-
ment of reproqraphlc 
services In SIJPoort of 
information activities, 
preferably with experi• 
ence in the trainina of 
oersonnel. 
06 consultant in aaricultural 
information 
Job requirements: nct.l •79 
professional ~ualtti• 
cations in information 
science and exoerience 
in aaricultural 
information services. 
The consultant will be 
required to maintain 
liaison with ~GPIS and 
to establish an aartcul-
tural infor~ation networK 
in the countrv. 




cations in information 
science and experienc~ 
in economic and social 
information activities. 
The consultant will be 
required to set up th"" 
basis tor a social ~nd 







08 Consultant in nrint1nq 
09 
Job requirements: 1ona Oct. '80 
experienc~ in the onera-
tion an~ maintenance of 
modern nrintina eaulp-
ment. The consultant 
will he requireo to SPt 
up the basis tor the 
production ot the publi-
cations of PASTIC and its 
network and t~ provide 
in-service trainina. 
Additional consultant 
services will be reauired 
for the purpose of evalua-
tion of efficiency anrl 
output of the various 
svstems that comprises the 
network and for advis1no 
PASTIC on particular nroblems 
that mioht artse durinq 








traininq ot the senior staff Of the project. 
t~ocation Level nate Period 
t.F'ellowsh.iP in PK/USA II/ITI flct.7R 
information uec.79 1 5 m/m 
manaaement and 
network onera-
tions (for the 
nirector of the 
Centre) 
2.F'ellowsh1P in " " nct.78 
scientific and Mar.79 6 m/n1 
technoloaical 
information 
3.F'ellowsh1.n in " II Uct.78 







































In collaboration with 
Quaid·e-Azam University, 
PASTIC will undert~ke a 
programme for training about 
to university qraduates each 
year in modern intor~atinn 
handling. This tra!nina is 
exoectPd to lead to a Master 
Degree in Information Science 
and will oe the first 
specialized trainina of its 







EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED BY UNDP 
A sum ot S2S 000 has been orovided for the 
purchase of exoendable equipment for the 
oroject. This will be used to acquire 
materials reoutred tor information handllna 
and orocessinq in thP various activities 








Rooks ann ,lou rna 1 s 
Photocopvi.ng machines 
Xerox tyof::' ( 3 units) at $5 000 each 
nther tyoe (3 units) at $1 500 each 
Printing e~uipment 
Printin1 Machine-Gestetner 213 
Comoosinq ~achine•Varityoer 1010F 
Wire Stitching Machine 
Reproduction Campra 











Books and Journals 
Photocopying machines 
'T'UTAT. 
Xerox tyee (2 un1ts) at ss ono each 
nther tyne (2 units) at Sl sno each 
Printing eauipment 
Paper cuttina machine 
Hetldl!ner 
Paper fold1nq machine 
Spares 
Photoqraohic equipment 
Industrial Microtile camera 



































Rooks and journals 
Data processitHl e<wip!Ttent: C'ollntor, 




Rooks nnd journals 
Data processing equipment: '>~aanetic 
tape units (x2l, 'fane control unit 
Office eaulpment 
19A2 
Books nnd 1ournals 
Office eauipment 
M ISCELLl\N r~OUS 



















Mission cost Unesco s 2 500 (mid-project rPview 
1979 and technical 





PROJECT BUDGET COVERING GOVERNMENT CONTRIBUTION IN KIND 






Pakistan Scientific and Technological 
Information Centre (PASTIC) 
T 0 T A L 
10. PROJECT PERSONNEL 
Counterpart to Chief Technical Adviser 
(Director) 
Executive Assistant to Director {1 Specialist) 
Policy Development Unit (3 Specialists) 
Network Co-ordinating Unit (3 Specialists) 
Training Unit (1 Specialist) 
Regional sub-offices (12 Specialists) 
National Inventory of Pakistani Information 
(9 Specialists) 
Clearing House, referral services and 
document-procurement unit (1 Specialist) 
Translations unit (2 Specialists) 
Bibliographic unit (2 Specialists). 
Development support unit (2 Specialists} 
Data processing unit (4 Specialists) 
Technical support-services (4 Specialists) 
Technical and clerical staff (not including 


































888 588 015 
1979 1980 















900 596 400 936 621 600 
1981 1982 















948 630 000 960 638 400 
Project Budget covering Government Contribution in Kind (Cont'd) 
T 0 T A L 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
m/m Rupees m/m Rs m/m Rs m/m Rs m/m Rs m/m Rs 
30. TRAINING 
31. Training of Information specialists 300 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 
and sub-professional staff 
39. COMPONENT TOTAL 300 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 
40. EQUIPMENT 
41. Equipment 2 600 000 400 000 400 000 600 000 600 000 600 000 
49. COMPONENT TOTAL 2 600 000 400 000 400 000 600 000 600 000 600 000 
50. MISCELLANEOUS 
51. Miscellaneous 625 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 
59. COMPONENT TOTAL 625 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 
99. GRAND TOTAL 6 599 415 1 173 015 1 181 400 1 406 600 1 415 000 1 423 400 
Country Pakistan Project Budget covering UNDP Contribution 
Project PAK/75/064/B/01/13 {in US Dollars) 
Title Pakistan Scientific & Technological 
Information Centre (PASTIC) 
COMPONENT TOTAL 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
m/m ~ m7m ~ m7m ~ m7m ~ m/m ~ m7m $ m7m $ m7m ~ 
10. Project Personnel 
11 Exeerts 
11-01 Chief Technical Adviser 38.3 163 450 0.3 1 140 2 7 ROO 12 50 710 12 51 500 12 52 300 
11-41 Consultants 28 123 740 5 150 13 52 300 10{2} 42 620 2 11 350 2 12 320 
11-99 Sub-Total 66.3 287 190 0.3 1 140 3 12 950 25 103 Ol 0 22 94 120 14 63 650 2 12 320 
13. Administrative support 60 60 
personnel 
15. Travel Costs 12 230 50 480 4 325 4 115 2 830 430 
16. Mission Costs 5 000 2 500 2 500 
19. Component Total 304 480 1 250 13 430 107 335 100 735 66 480 15 250 
30. Training 
31. Individual fellowships 51 68 900 12 19 600 24 29 600 9 13 100 6 6 600 
38. Group Training 25 000 5 000 5 000 5 000 5 000 5 000 
39. Component Total 93 900 24 600 34 600 18 100 11 600 5 ooc ---
49. Eguiement 307 000 113 250 91 250 39 500 44 500 18 500 
50. Miscellaneous 
51. Operation and maintenance 10 000 2 000 2 000 2 000 2 000 2 000 
of equipment 
52. Reporting Costs 1 500 1 500 
53. Sundry 21 500 500 5 000 6 000 7 000 2 500 500 
59. Component Total 33 000 500 7 000 8 000 9 000 6 000 2 500 
N 99. UNOP TOTAL CONTRIBUTION 738 380 1 250 13 930 252 185 234 585 133 080 77 350 26 000 
CD 
Annex Vlt 




































Jnternation~l Information svstem for 
Aqricultur~l sciences and Technology 
Asi~n Productivity ornanization, Tokyo 
Arntcultural ~esearch Council, Islamabad 
Capital Development Authority, Islamabad 
Central Treaty Oraanization, Ankara 
Computeri7ed Pnaineerina lnrlex 
Defence Science and Technological 
Organization, Islamabad 
Development Sciences Information System 
European soace Aaency Information System 
Economic and social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific, Ranqkok 
Food and Aaricultural oraanizatlon, Rome 
General Aareement on Tariffs and Trade, 
Geneva 
International Atomic Eneray Agency, 
V:tenna 
International Bureau ot Education, Geneva 
International Husiness ~achines 
International computers, I.imited 
International Development Research 
Centre, Ottawa 
International Education Peporting Service 
International Labour Office, Geneva 
International Nuclear Information System 
International rnformation services for 
the Physics and Ynoineering Communities 
Inteorated Set ot Information Systems 
lnternation~l organization for 
StandArdization, GenPva 
Jfnnah Post-Graduate ~edical centre, 
Karachi 
M~tal Abstracts 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Ariministration 
~atlonal Information systems, Unesco 
National Health Lahoratories, Islamabad 
New International Fconomic Order 
(termer) Pakistan National Scientific 
Documentation Centre, Karachi 
Pakistan Scientific and Technological 
Information Network 
Pakistan Scientific and Technological 
Infor~ation Centre, Islamabad 
PAkistan Council for Scientific and 
Industrial ~esearch, Islamabad 
Pakistan Industrial Credit and 
Investment Corporation, Karachi 





















Pakistan Instttute for ~ucl~ar Science 
and Technoloqv, Islamabad 
Pakistan Industrial Technical 
Assistance Centre, l.ahore 
Pakistan Librarv Association 
Population Information System 
Pakistan Science Foundation, Karachi 
R~qional C'o-oneration for nevelooment, 
(Jran, TurkPy, Pakistan) 
S~lective Dissemination of Information 
Snclety tor t~e Promotion and 
I~nrovement of Libraries, Karachi 
Technical co-operation a~onQ 
l>evelooino Countries 
Universal Sihlloqraohic control 
I.Jniversitv Grants commission, 
Islamabad 
United Nations Conference on Trade 
and Oevelooment, ~eneva 
United ~ations Develon~ent Proaramme, 
NpW York 
Un!terl Nations ~ducational, Scientific 
and Cultural organization, Paris 
United Nati.ons Industrial OPvelopment 
Urqanization, Vtenna 
world lntor~ation svstPm for Scienc~ 
and TPchnoloav, Unesco 
Unitert St~tE>s Information service 
~ater and Power Development Authority, 
f.,ahore 
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